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Introduetion 
Infrared spectra of 49 anabolics or related compounds were recorded. 
The recording conditions were as follows: 
IR apparatus: Bruker IFS-85 Fourier transform infrared spectrometer . 
Sampling technique : KBr pellet , diameter 13 or 15 mm. 
1 mg sample was ground with 100 mg KBr (spectroscopie quality , Merck 
Art . 4907) . 
The recording parameters were as fellows: 
Resolution: 2 
Number or scans : 32 
Apodization function: TR 
Reference : air 
Laser wavenumber: 15800 
Laser frequency multiplication: 1 . 
For intercomparison the absorption spectra are plotted in a fixed 
scale, with absorbance of 0 to 2 . In the few cases, where the maximum 
absorbance was higher, the scale is enhanced to 3.5 or 4. 
The transmission spectra are plotted with automatic scale expansion . 
The transmittance is presented in %/100 . 
The absorption spectra in the region 1800-500 cm-1 with automatic 
scale expansion are presented in RIKILT Report 86 . 49 on a larger scale 
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COMPOUND NAME' 17 ALPHA-ESTRADIOL 
SYSTEMATIC NAME~ ESTRA-1,3 ,5<1.0> -l'fUENE·-3,17 DIOL <17 f)LPHA> 
CA NAME: ESTRA-1,3 ,5(10) -TRI ENE-3,17 DIOL (17 ALPHA) 
CAS NUMBER : 57-Yl -0 
MERCK INDEX NO (10 EO>; 3649 
STERALOlOS NUMBER: E 870 
MOLECULAR FORMULE: C18H2402 
MOLECULAR WEIGHT~ 272.4 
MELTING POINT' 220-223 
SAMPLE TECHNHlUE; MAf:RO-~mR 
SAMPLE !WANTilY: 1 ~lG I 100 MG ~<BR 
MANU FACTURER : SIGMA 
MANUFACTURER REFERENCE: E-8750 
CHARGE NUMB~R; Y2F-4019 
FLS' HOR4200'7 
f'EAK TABLE FILE : HOR420ó7 
49 PEtiKB. 
SENSITIVITY: YO 
NU. WAVE-NU. REL. INlENSITY 
1 4't4. :)68 10.10 
2 467 .71 2 7 .3 
3 536.18:.! 8 . 49 
4 . 546 . 790 7 . 95 
5 572.1:!27 11. ::!8 
6 647 . 083 'i1. 84 
7 ó68.298 1::! .19 
8 712.659 10.58 
y 786.9 14 17. 55 
ló 820.667 16 . 64 
11 84ï.668 7.ï0 
12 865 . '191 2~.13 
lJ 886.24~ 9 .38 
14 '1 19.031 31.76 
1::) 945.068 ll . Y 
16 970.142 21.78 
1ï 994 . 2~0 10.68 
i U 1012.!:173 18.YO 
lY 1035 . 718 25 . 69 
20 1()54 . 04 1 19 . !:13 
21 10ï4 . 292 1Y.58 
22 1101.294 13. 23 
23 111 8 . 6!.'i2 Y. 93 
24 1154.333 '.!.0 . 67 
.,,. 
.:.:J 1163.013 18.41 
( ~6 i179.'t07 10.75 
27 1191.94J 1J . 8S 
28 1234 . 375 62.67 
2Y 125::! . 698 60 . 90 
30 i283.:ï57 41:! . !:18 
31 1323.096 1 <.' r. r • ..J • ..J:J 
32 1352 . 026 '.!.4 . 74 
33 1379 .028 2Y . 52 
34 1442 . 676 47 . 2 
35 1499 . 57J 54 . 87 
36 1586 . 365 19.43 
3ï 1610.4ï4 ,,0 . 35 
38 1868 . '12 1 1.6S 
3Y 2360.ï42 2.87 
40 2835.205 25 . 62 
41 '.!.R70.886 59.27 
42 2889 .209 49 . 6 
43 2917 .1 75 80.97 
44 2936. '·62 100.0 
45 2993 . 35Y 38 . 21 
'·6 3019.397 36.6 
47 3058 .936 40. 14 
48 3123 . :ï47 46 . 83 
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350[3 2S~HJ 2000 1500 
WAVENUMBERS CH-1 
AFA=HOR42007 






2Sf.HJ 2000 151,!0 JI,JQQ 
WAVENUHBERS CH - 1 
COMPOUND NAME: ESTRADIOL-17 BETA- ACElATE 3 
SYSTEMATIC NAME: ESTRA-1,3,5(10) ESTRATRIEN·-3,17 P..ETA-OIOL 17-ACETATE 
CA NAME: ESTRA-1,3,5(10) - TRIENE-3,17- DIOL<17BETA)-17-ACETATE 
CAS NUMBER: 1743-60-8 
STERALOIDS NUMBER: E-952 
MOLECULAR FORMULE: C20H2603 
MOLECULAR WEIGHT: 314.4 
MELllHG F'OlNT: 217-220 
SAMPLE TECHNIQUE: MACRO-KBR 
SAMPLE QUANTITY: 1 MG I 100 MG KBR 
MANUFACTURER: SIGMA 
MANUFACTURER REF~RENCE: E-7879 
CHARGE NUMBER: 13F-0721 
FLS: H(')R42008 
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COMPOUND NAME: BETA-ESTRADIOL-DIACETAlE 
SYSTEMATIC NAMf: 1,3,5(10)-ESTRATRIEN-3,17 BETA-DIOLDIACETAlE 
CA NAME: ESTRA-1,3,5(10>-TRIENE-3,17-DI0L(17 BETA>-DIACETATE 
CAS NUHBER; 3434- 88-6 
STERALOlOS NUMBER: E 9YO 
HOLECULAR FORI'\lJLE; C22H2A04 
MOLECULAR WEIGHT: 35~.4 
MELTING POIHT~ 127-129 
SAMPLE TECHNIQUE: "MACRO-KBR 
SAMPLE QUANTITY: 1 MG I 100 MG KBR 
COMMERCIAL NAME: SIGMA 
MANUFACTURER: SIGMA 
MANUFACTURER REFERENCE: E-0253 
CHARGE NUMBER: llF-4017 
FLS: HOR42011 
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..:...J .L28/. 'tl5 
26 13/~1.171 
27 1429.1/:') 
28 lft 70.642 
2Y 1493.787 
30 1:i77. 686 
31 .L613. 367 
32 1733.'111 
3 ~5 176:::i./3:::i 
34 2813.779 
~r-· 
.J 2922i. 854 
36 2'i'38. 3171 
37 2974.072 
313 Jft45. 61t2 
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COI·1PUUND NAI'IE~ ESTRADIOL.-17-F'fWF'IONATE 
CA NA~lE; -
CAS NUI·lBER ~ -
MERCK INDEX NO <10 ED>: -
STERALOIDS NUHBER; -
MOLECULAR FORMULE: C21H2803 
MOLECULAR WEIGHT; 328.4 
MELTING POINT: 199-200 
SAI1F'LE TE::CHN I rJUE ~ llAr.Ro-tmR 
SAMPLE QUANTITY; 1 MG I 100 MG KBR 
COMI·1ERC I AL NA1'1E; ACROFOLI 1 N 
MANUFACTURER: SERVA 
MANUFACTURER REFERENtE; 31115 
FLS: HOR42056 









6 592 .114 
7 630 .688 
8 714. 587 
9 732 . 910 
10 785.950 
11 815.845 
i? 854 . 419 
13 870 . 813 
14 877 .563 
15 919.995 

































49 2823 .633 
50 2850 .635 
51 2870.086 
52 2930.676 
53 2972. 144 
54 3022 . 290 
55 3364.636 
56 3436.963 
57 3775 .452 
REL . Ilff'EtlS 11 Y 
7.27 
2.26 
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COMF'OUNL> NAME: l7 BET A·- ES"fRAD I OL -0 I PROF' I OUATE 
SYSTEMAT IC NA11E: 1, 3, 5 < 10) -ES Tf~ATRIENE::·-3, 17 BEYA-DlOL DIF'ROPiotMTE 
CA NAME: ESTRA-1,3,5 (10> -TRIENE-3, 17 DIOL (1 7-BETA >DIPROF' IONATE 
CAS Nllll~·ER: 113-38-2 
MERCK INDEX NO (10 EO> : 3648 
STERALOIDS NUMBER: E 1040 
MOLECULAR FORMULE: C2~H3204 
MOLECULAR WEIGHT: 384 .5 
MELTING POINT: 104-10j 
SAMPLE:: TECHN I OUE: MACRO-·KBR 
SAMPLE QUANTilY: 1 MG I 100 MG HBR 
COMMERCIAL NAME: AAOFOLLIN, DIMENFORMON-DIPROPIONATE , DIOVOCYLIN 
MANUFACTURER: SIGMA 
MANUFACTURER REFERENCE: E 9125 
CHARGE NUMBER: 122F-0913 
FLS: HOR42012 
PEAK TABLE FI LE : HOR42012 
47 F'EAKS. 
a~;:tiSITIVITY: 90 
( tiO. WAVE-NO. REL. IIHENSIH WIOl H CM-1 
1 440.710 4 .1 0 12 
;.,! 455.176 4 . 75 y 
3 558.36::1 7 .8 17 
4 595 .007 3 .1 31 
!:i 683 . 728 2.49 29 
6 711.694 3 . 53 7 
7 783 . 057 7 . 3 1 7 
8 791. 736 6.95 10 
y 80/.166 14.9 13 
10 820 . 667 11.44 11 
11 8J2 . 23Y 11 . 66 10 
12 896 . 851 3i' . 6 8 
13 907 . 458 1:.:! . 9 10 
14 91i.102 13.42 7 
1~ 927.710 7 . 9 1 l:l 
16 960 .498 11.82 10 
17 96R.213 11. 1~ 12 
18 Y91.357 13 .1 9 14 
1'1 1014 . 50:.:! 27 . 45 15 
20 1032.825 23 . 87 13 
21 105~.005 20 . 24 14 
22 1078 .149 29 . 6'1 3:~ 
23 1138.904 86 . 78 19 
24 1154 .333 100 . 0 ;.,!7 
!5 11 96 . 76~ 86 . 86 2'1 
26 1:.:!23.767 6L62 15 
27 1246.912 26 . 17 13 
28 i272.Y49 24 . ,, 1 32 
29 1282 . 593 19.82 19 
30 1351.062 46.47 24 
31 131:10.957 29.64 14 
32 1't18 .567 29 .70 10 
33 1433.032 18. 8 1 14 
34 1460.034 32.89 17 
J::i 1491.858 ,,8 .82 11 
36 1583.472 7 . 39 14 
37 1605 . 632 10. 27 19 
:sa 1732.Y47 89.14 18 
3'1 1757.0~6 83 . 73 13 
40 176':?.842 84 .1 6 10 
41 2866 . 064 31. 17 42 
42 2(:179 .565 28 . 69 35 
43 2921.99"/ 54.36 . 3:.:! 
44 2943 . 213 46 . !)6 27 
4~ 2974 . 072 37 . 84 '•1 
46 3438 . 892 '1.6 265 
'•7 37i' 4.4R7 2 . 64 126 
6 
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COMPOUND NAME: 17 BETA- ESTRADIOL-3-SULFATE 
SYSTEMATIC NAME: 1,3,5(10>ESTRATRIEN-3,17 BEl"A-DIOL-3-SODIUMSULFATE 
CA NAME: ESTRA-1,3,5<10>TRIENE-3,17 DIOL-(17 BETA>-3-SULFATE 
CAS NUMBER' 66814-04-8 
STERALOlOS NUMBER: E 1100 
MOLECULAR FORMULE: C18H23S05 
MOLECULAR WEIGHT: 374.4 
SAMPLE l"ECHNIQUE: MACRO-KBR 
SAMPLE QUANTITY: 1 MG I 100 MG KBR 
COnMERCIAL NAME: CONTAINS 67~ N-METHYL-0-GLUCAMIHE AS STABILIZER 
MANUFACTURER: SIGMA 
MANUFACTURER REFERENCE: E-9505 
CHARGE NUMBER: 120F-4063 
FLS~ HOR42010 
PEAI\ TABLE. FILE. ; HlJR4201() 
4S PEAKS. 
SENSITIVITV: YO 
NO. WAVE-NO. REL. HHENSHY WIDTH cn-1 
1 47:> ·'·27 .18.7'1 25 
2 518.823 17.'14 29 
~ 578.613 21.22 41 
4 604.651 21. 8'/ 15 
s 6:22.9/4 24.47 :12 
6 649.976 29.42 31 
7 6Y2. 407 23.42 68 
8 709.766 22.83 41> 
9 /69.556 19.47 13 
10 808.130 :!4.94 12 
11 821.6:51 16.67 16 
12 846.704 18.60 12 
1:5 86:).991 18.62 16 
14 874.670 15.89 10 
1:) 887.207 21.34 9 
11> '101:1.423 :!0.32 14 
17 931.567 20.83 35 
1!J 967.'2.49 7 .19 16 
lY 1018.359 40.58 18 
20 1049.:?1'1 89.60 18 
21 10/:) .2:)6 67.7 16 
22 1097.437 50.19 15 
23 111'1.617 21.4'2. 1Y 
24 1151.440 15.79 27 
)~ 1!7!:i.54Y 17.83 13 
~' 
.r 1241.125 46.9 68 
27 1290.308 24.84 '•2 
28 1:506.702 28.27 31 
2Y 1367.456 21 ·'•7 4'• 
30 13Y1.!:i65 44.!:i2 2:1 
31 1419.331 3'1 . 65 25 
3:? 1't45.!:i69 J9.81 60 
3J 1456 .177 :sa .82 35 
34 1493. 787 '·8 .12 83 
JS 1576.721 13.3!:i 27 
36 1606.616 10.76 45 
J7 1652.90!:i 11.6 16 
38 1675.085 9.65 ~5 
3Y 2848.706 32.67 170 
40 2869.922 34.J 47 
41 29:20.068 1,3,::; 65 
42 2'/51.892 J3.U3 "/1 
43 2978.8'14 28.7'1 17 
44 3257.!:i93 7~ ..... ...J • .:.;J 1"10 
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2509 2Q~Q 15~~ 
WAVENUMBERS CH-1 
COtiF'OUND NAME; 17 P.f. TA- ES fRÀDIOL-3-BEtlZOATE 
SYSTEMAliC NAME; ES1RA-1,3,5(10)TRIENE-3,17 DIOL-<17 BETA>-3-BE::NZOATE:: 
CA NAME; ESTRA-1,3,S(10>TRIENE- 3,17 DIOL-(17 BETA>-3-BENZOATE 
CAS NUMBER; 50-50-0 
MERCK INDEX NO (10 EO): 36~0 
STERALOlOS NUMBER~ E-970 
MOLECULAR FORMULE: C25H2803 
I~ULECULAR WE I GHl ~ 3 7 6. 5 
MELfiNG POINT; 191 - 196 
SAtt.F'LE TECHN!QlJE. ~ I~AC;Ro-•mR 
SÀMPLE QUANTITY: 1 MG I 100 MG KBR 
COMMERCIAL NAME: BENOVOCYCLIN, BENZOETROFOL 
MANUFACTURER: SIGMA 
MANUFACTURER REFERENCE; E-9000 
CHARGE NUMBER: 12F- 3792 
FLS; HOR42009 
f'EAK TABLE FILE : HOR42009 
~s PEAK~. 
rcNSITIVITY: 90 
( NU. WAVE-NO. RE::L. IHT E.NSIT\' WIDTH 
1 438.78:.:! !1.6::! 6 
2 501.465 2.40 23 
3 524.609 1.90 6 
4 . 561.255 4.::!6 7 
s 380.!14::! 2.8~ 10 
6 622.009 5.:ló 6 
7 641.083 1.80 7 
l:l 687.~85 15.::!2 ï 
y 704.944 61.82 10 
10 7ft1.589 1. 79 5 
11 787.108 i'.6Y i' 
12 801.379 3. i9 7 
1J IH8.738 6.89 16 
14 845.740 '2.79 14 
15 88'1.136 13.9!1 14 
16 902.637 7 ') ') -~~ 10 
17 914.20'1 8.6::! 7 
18 926.746 5.35 6 
lY 935.42~ 4.67 3 
20 946.033 3.5 10 
21 962.427 3 . 77 14 
22 1001.965 8.72 7 
23 1011.60'1 14.::!4 'I 
24 1025.110 35.60 6 
25 1066.577 !:)4.76 13 
26 1074.::!92 42.22 '23 
27 1083.936 33.64 10 
28 i106.11ó 13.40 14 
2'1 111:>. 75'1 16.53 14 
:50 1128.296 29.11 13 
31 11S2. 405 31.t:i 11 
32 1175. :ï49 29.8 9 
33 1216.052 4~.7::! 14 
34 1222.803 49 .4'• 12 
35 1266.199 100. 1) ~1 
36 1302.844 14.19 26 
37 131:::i.381 18.71 y 
:m 1337.~61 6.63 12 
39 1379.993 15.93 10 
40 1398,315 11.31 14 
41 1419.531 6.3::i 14 
42 1451.335 27.83 7 
43 1472.371 9.39 28 
44 1497.644 35.'13 10 
45 1383.472 9.3 9 
46 1399.866 12.69 11 
47 172'1 .08'1 90. 3''1 1 '• 
48 1910.:588 1. 43 10 
49 2847.742 18 .81 21 
50 2861:!.9~8 25.'11 21 
51 2921 . 783 3::i.31 :'iS 
52 ~950.928 3'J ') ~. ~ 14 
53 2~76 .'165 y .18 14 
54 30ï4.J65 3. 1 60 
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35(.JIJ 250(.) 21.lai.J tSI.JI.J 591iJ 
wAVENUH8ERS CM-1 
COMPOUND NAME: BETA-ESlRADIOL-3-~ETHYLETHER 
SYSTEMATIC NAME: 1,3,5(10)-ESTRATRIEN-3,1? BE.fA - DIOL-3-MEfHYLETHER 
t:A NAME~ ESTRA-1,3,5(10)-TRIEN-17-0L, J METHOXY-<17-BETA > 
CAS NUMBER~ 1035-'l7-4 
STERALOIDS NUMBER: E 1090 
MOLECULAR FORMULE: C19H2602 
nOLECULAR WEIGHT: 286 
MELTING POINT~ 118-1 19 
SAMPLE H·:C:HN IllUE: MACRO- HBR 
SAMPLE QUANTITY; 1 MG I 100 MG KBR 
MANUFACTURER: SIGMA 
~ANUFACTURER REFERENCE; E Y250 
CHARGE NUMBER: 60F-4012 
FLS: HOR42013 
PEAK TABLE FILF. : HOR~2013 
~6 PEAKS. 
SENSITIVITY: 90 
NO. LJAVE-NO. f<EL. INTENSlH 
1 4111.49::5 4.71 
2 445.~32 10.4~ 
:5 469.677 4.5 
4 545 .825 9 .60 
~ 574.7::)6 11.3 
6 611.401 10.61 
7 631t .546 7 .0 
8 651.'104 4 .61:1 
'J 708 .1:101 3.95 
10 "126 .160 8 .85 
11 784 . 983 19.41 
12 817 . 773 36.71 
1:5 134!:i.740 12.17 
14 861.169 ~4 . 75 
15 969 . 1:149 J1.t,;l 
16 888 .1 71 11.~ 
17 897.81:> 16.62 
iS 910.352 11 .13 
1'1 920 .95'1 5. 7'1 
20 962 .'t27 1~.32 
21 1011).61,~ :S::! .9:S 
2:~ 1016.431 33 . 36 
2J 102~.110 't9.:l1 
24 1032.825 48 .32 
2~ 1t)42. 468 64.::!2 
26 1055.005 70 .33 
27 1082 . 007 17.37 
28 10'1~.~08 14.30 
'1.9 11111. 617 21.69 
:50 i 130 . ::!25 30 .4 
:S1 115J.J69 2:S .29 
32 1183.264 15.~9 
33 1236.30/t 66 .93 
34 1251 . 733 100.0 
3:i 1277 .771 28 . ?2 
36 1291. 272 ~'7 .73 
37 l:s 13 ,1,52 t,j. 71 
39 1333. 704 :.!a . 48 
39 1374.201 14.8 
40 1433.032 25 . 93 
'd 144:S.640 36 .5 
42 1457 .l'tl 30 . 30 
t,J 1468.713 3J.18 
'•4 1502 .'t66 97 .1 9 
/, ~· ) ;;;} 1576 . 72 1 ll.76 
46 1609.~(.\Cf 57.66 
47 1881,1,58 1. 77 
ltl:l 2843 .884 36.95 
''" 
2!:l6't.U6 61.72 
50 ~925 . 854 83. 71t 
51 2'738 . 391 67 . :33 
C''") 
..Jo. 2953.821 51.'14 
~3 2'166 . 357 37 . 20 
54 2976 . 96~ 34 .~ 
55 3444.678 '·4.21 
56 3510 . 254 :59 . ~0 
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COMPOUND NAME: 17 ALPHA-EfHYNYLESTRAOIOL 
SYSTEMATic NAME~ 17 ALPHA-ETHYNYL- 1,3,5(10>-ESTRADlENE-3,17 BElA-DlOL 
CA NAME: 19 NORPREGNA-1,3,5(10> - TRIEN-20 YNE-3,17-0IOL 17 ALPHA 
CAS NUMBER~ ~7-63- 6 
MERCK INDEX NO (10 EO>: 3683 
STERALOlOS NUMBER~ E 1550 
MOLECULAR FORMULE: C20H2402 
llOLECULAR WElGHT~ 296.4 
MELTING POINT: 182-184 
SAMPLE TECHNIQUE~ nACRD-KBR 
SAMPLE QUANTITY; 1 MG I 100 MG KBR 
MANUFACTURER: SIGnA 
MANUFACTURER REFERENCE: E-4876 
CHARGE NUMBER: 103F-0232 
FLS; HOR42016 
F'EAK TABLE FILE ; HOR42016 
60 PEAKS. 
!;ENSIT IVITY: 90 
tiU. WAVE-NO. REL. i:NTt=:NSl TY 
1 423.352 7. 10 
2 445.~32 13.~1 
3 456.140 10.9::> 
4 468.677 1::!.81 
3 41:10.249 8.39 
6 4'11.821 6. 75 
l 524.609 4.42 
El 561:1.005 10.82 
9 6:.!2.009 41.2::> 
10 646.118 38.53 
11 /01.086 14.43 
12 '/13.62~ 10.:53 
1:$ 732.910 8.1 
14 788.843 25.71 
15 &n.395 23.1:$ 
16 838.'189 10.5 
17 846.704 8.91 
18 857.312 11.84 
19 880.457 32.21 
20 '114.20'1 23.:5'1 
21 929.639 15.94 
22 9/1.106 18.14 
2J 1005.82:$ 38.45 
24 1022.217 44.~1 
25 104:$.433 3/.86 
26 10~3',005 47.53 
'27 1069,1,70 4:.! .10 
28 1102.258 13.62 
2'1 1110.93/ 19.6::> 
JO 1121.~45 :l4.22 
31 1135.046 30.1H 
32 1146.611} 36.0 
J3 1160.120 29.21 
34 111:14. 229 33.95 
35 1202.351 24 .7:$ 
:56 1256.~55 68.1'1 
37 1272.9' •"' 25.7:$ 
38 1298.987 63.8 
:$9 1357.812 29 .!t3 
40 1376.135 34.26 
41 1383.850 44.46 
42 1433.032 37.74 
t,;s 1449.426 3Y.39 
44 14'12. 5/1 44.~5 
45 1501.501 71 .'t3 
46 15U4 ·'•36 :56.;\ 
47 161::>.29::> 34 .72 
48 1873. 743 1.3/ 
49 :210:5.259 .., ' I ..;.. . .:.. 
~0 2819.'175 18.~3 
51 2858.~50 !)1). 70 
52 2936 ·'·62 85.77 
SJ 2Y69.250 ::i1.S8 
~4 :5021.:526 15.28 
35 3055.078 13. 1 '} 
56 :5293.:.!74 iOO.O 
57 3321.240 8i'.62 
58 :5503.:503 5'/,:50 
59 360l.IJ:::i4 71.0 
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COMPOUND NAME: MESTRANOL SYSl'EMATIC NAME; 3-METHOXY-19-NORPREGNA-1,3,5(10)-lRIEN-20-YN-17-0L 
CA NAME: 19-NORPREGNA-1,3,5(10>-TRIEN-20-YN-17-0L,METHOXY-,<17) ALPiiA> 
CAS NUMBER' 72-33-3 
MERCK INDEX NO (10 ED>: 5762 
STERALOlOS NUMBER' -
MOLECULAR FORMULE: C~1H2602 
~OLECULAR UEIGHT~ 310.4 
MELTING POIN·r: 150-151 
SA/WLE TECHNHlUE ~ 11ACRO· .. H~·R 
SAi1F'LE OU l-iNT I TY: 1 ~lG I 100 11G KBR 
COMMERCIAL NAME; 17 nLPHA EfHYNYLESTRADIOL 3-METHYLETHER 
MANUFACTURER: SIGMA 
l'iANUFACTURE.R REFERENCE~ E-5001 
CHARGE NUMBER: 103F-0436 
FLS; HOH42031 
PEAK TABLE FILE HOR42031 
59 PEAKS. 
SENSIT.IVITY; 90 
NO. WAVE-NO. REL. INTENSITY WIDTH CM-1 
1 455.176 18.9 12 
2 489.893 9 . 46 15 
3 551.611 10.66 14 
4 575 . 720 10.0 12 
5 597.900 7 . 85 12 
6 620.081 15.87 9 
7 657 . 690 20.79 25 
8 702 . 051 43.22 11:3 
9 788.843 27 .47 4 
10 822. 5'15 19.31 7 
11 833 . 203 38 . 56 4 
12 843.811 40.1:37 7 
13 862.134 26 .1 4 7 
14 904.565 34 .36 5 
15 933.496 5 . 26 29 
16 967.249 15.60 15 
17 986 . 536 8.34 14 
18 1005 . 823 20 .1:36 11 
19 1019 . 324 40.77 13 
20 1035.718 68 . 58 14 
21 1061. 755 81 . 30 11 
22 1078.149 24 . 28 10 
23 1109.009 28.58 7 
24 1120.581 25 . 75 1:3 
25 1133.118 27.58 14 
26 1145.654 24 .1 8 
27 1164.941 15.64 11 
28 1183.264 20.6 8 
29 1203 . 516 7.83 15 
30 1242.090 45.0 21 
31 1254.626 89.09 6 
32 1291.272 32.32 10 
33 1317 . 310 33 . 74 11 
34 1325.024 48 .17 8 
35 1333. 704 32.27 17 
36 1352.026 32 . 8 22 
37 1377.100 31. 38 9 
38 1433.997 27 .4 10 
39 1449.426 48 . 74 13 
40 1466. 785 38.73 10 
41 1506.323 100.0 7 
42 1523.682 11. 55 14 
43 1579.614 13. 63 8 
44 1612.402 68 . 7 'l 
45 1896 . 887 4.41 9 
46 2093 .616 4.62 31 
47 2812.061 23 . 97 10 
48 2849 . 670 42 . 71 16 
49 2873.779 48. 12 36 
50 2906.567 58 . 36 11:3 
5 1 2921.033 65 . 38 26 
52 2932 . 605 IJS . 19 14 
53 2945.142 71.93 19 
54 2978.894 87 .0 11 
ss 3035. 791 12.87 15 
56 3249 . 878 '•4. 34 19 
57 3287.488 42.88 16 
SB 3483. 252 35.38 128 
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COMPOUND NAME: ESlRONE 
SYSTEMAliC NAnE; 1,3,5<10>-ESTRATRIEN-3-0L-17-0NE 
CA NAME: ESTRA-1,3,5(10 >-TRIEN-17-0NE,J HYDROXY 
CAS NUMB[R: ~3-16-7 
MERCK INDEX NO (!0 ED): 3655 
S"fERALOIDS NUMBER~ E 2:SOO 
MOLECULAR FORMULE: C18H2202 
HOLECULAR WEIGHT: 270.4 
MELTING POINT: 251-254 
SAMPLE TECHNIQUE~ MACRO-KBR 
SAMPLE QUANTITY: 1 MG I 100 MG KBR 
CDM1"1ERC I AL NA/f1E: ESl ROL, KEBTRONE, 11EI~FORI10N, DESTfWNE 
MANUFACTURER: MERCK 
MANUFACTURER REFERENCE: 8966 
CHARGE NUMBER: 90098~1 
FLS~ HOR420i5 
f'EAK TABLE FlLE : HOR42015 
'" PEAKS. ( 
.lSil IVITY: 90 
NO. WAVE-NO. REL. INTE.NSITY WIDTH Ctl-1 
1 446.497 7.5 10 
:,! 49~.679 4.73 10 
3 526 .538 ~.28 7 
4 585.364 1(1.::!1 6 
~ 6n.12o 14.98 38 
6 'lOIJ. 766 8.::!6 6 
7 7.32 . 910 3.84 '/ 
El '/87 .878 15.'1~ 5 
IJ 818.738 3::! . 31J 7 
10 855 . 383 3 .11 11 
11 876 . 59Y 14.21J 5 
12 997 . 815 7 . 61i 6 
13 91Y.995 17.51 6 
14 932.532 "/.68 7 
15 946 .033 3.63 7 
16 1007.751 10.'10 y 
1'/ 1055.005 11:3.46 7 
UJ 1085.8114 10 . 36 9 
19 1100.330 7.26 1::! 
20 1110.937 5.61 8 
21 1136. '175 4.94 11 
22 1157.:,!27 1::!.14 10 
'.23 1168. 7YY :::;.94 1ö 
( !4 1189.050 5.80 12 
.., .... 1214.124 10.40 14 ... ;;} 
26 1::!23.767 10.75 14 
27 1249 . 80:::i 48.:.:?1 1::! 
28 128'/. 415 44 .::!8 9 
2Y 1J2!. 167 7.16 14 
30 1360 .706 iB.4'i 22 
31 1J78.ö64 10 . 72 7 
32 1396.397 l't .::!4 6 
;~3 14J6.89ö 11.5 9 
34 1't52.311J 11.Y/ 14 
35 1464.13:>6 1:::i.7i' 15 
36 1498.608 42 . 50 9 
.37 1584.436 2::i.45 11 
38 1621.082 19.60 11 
:w 1719 .'146 1öö.O 14 
40 2841.936 15.87 :..!5 
'tl 2853 .528 1'1.66 2 () 
42 2866.064 :..!5 .16 ::!2 
43 2912.354 1Y.~:..! :.:?8 
44 2935 .499 :,!2.99 ::.!5 
45 2949.96J 23.31 17 
46 2969.250 i2.2 13 
'•7 2998 .181 !:i.67 14 
ft8 3020.361 4 .'tl 14 
49 334:5.J41J 57.2 48 
12 
2.9 
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COMPOUND NAME: ESTRIOL 
SVBTEMATIC NAME: ESTRA-1,3,5(10>-TRlENE-3 ,16,17 TRIOL 
CA NAME: ESTRA-1,3,5(10>-TRIENE-3,16,17-TRIOL< 16 ALPHA, 17 BETA> 
CAS NUMBER: 50-27-1 
MERCK INDEX NO <10 ED); 3654 
STER{~LO I DS NlJI-1BtR: E 2600 
110LECIJLAR FORMULE; C18H2403 
HOLECULAR WF.IGHT~ 288.39 
MELTING POINT: 282 -
SA~PLE TECHNIOUE: MACRO-KBR 
SAMPLE OUAN'f I TY; 1 MG I 100 MG ~a?.R 
COMI1ERC I AL NAI1E: TRI HYOROX YE.STR IN, ACEF I MI NE 1 OVEST IN, OVESï'ERI t~ AANUFACTURER; MERCK 
MANUFACTURER REFERENCE' 3727 
r.HARGE NU~BER: 8~63028 
FLS: HOR42014 
F'EAK TABLE FILE : HOR42014 
65 PEitKS. 
SF.tiSITIVITY: 'JO 
tlO. IJAVE-110. REL. HHEUSIT\' IJIOTH Cll-1 
1 437.817 1 ~.5 1 6 
::! 448.425 18. 57 12 
3 489.H9:S 10.t:l7 11 
4 506 .287 13.9 Hl 
5 53'1 . 075 14.29 55 
6 582.471 14.~3 20 
"/ 1>61.54t:l 16.15 17 
8 712 . 6~'1 !L~O 15 
9 "13 1. 9'·6 'l.95 9 
10 764.7:54 1 c ~~ 12 " ·" 
11 786.914 :S'I . 1:> 8 
12 !'117 .773 '!.7 • 7 'I 
IJ 850.~62 19.12 15 
14 870.813 17.0 iH 
1:> 886 . 243 37. :U 11 
16 9 17 . 102 38. 90 El 
1"/ 92"/ . 710 22 . ::!6 9 
18 '14 3. 140 17.82 10 
1'1 '164 . 35:> 16. 79 13 
20 '179.785 13.80 10 
21 992 . 3:-!2 8 . n 22 
22 1033. 789 45.1H 26 
2:S 1 06 1.1~:> 62.97 28 
24 1067.542 63 . "14 33 
2:3 11)8:5 . 936 :St:l . 56 10 
26 1103.223 26 . 72 11 
27 1117.688 28 . 75 8 
28 1148.~47 64.81 10 
2'1 ll 73 .1o21 J:S .1 2 14 
JO 1200.623 3::! . 2 24 
J 1 1 238 . 23~ RJ . "/0 38 
32 1253 .662 68.40 19 
33 12"/4. 878 31.2'1 18 
34 1 284.~21 34.28 15 
35 1294.16:> 2"/ , 67 17 
36 1308.630 ::!1 • • 94 30 
37 1322. 131 33 . 5:> 16 
38 1352.'>'91 29 .81 12 
3Y 1:!83.850 27.9"/ 18 
'•0 1433.9'17 43 . 35 20 
41 1452 .31 Y 97.37 22 
42 1501.501 59 . 73 15 
u 1556 .470 J.t:l8 28 
44 1610. 474 56 . 57 19 
45 1656. 763 J.Y 1 24 
46 i686.65EI 2.20 '>' 
47 1698. 23û 1.60 3 
4H 1722 . 33'1 2 .16 37 
4Y 1758. '184 l. 76 34 
50 1866.992 2 . 22 17 
5 1 2678 . 01:1 17.68 29'>' 
52 21118.911 3 ~ . 35 l3 
5:S 2866.')64 72 . 27 .58 
54 2919.104 Y5.6 46 
~:::; 2937.:.27 100.0 ·n 
~6 2'/71.1 79 4'>' .1 3 ll !:i 
:)7 2992 .J9:> 50.'15 '··> 58 .1019.3'17 5 1, YO 46 
5'1 305:) ,1)78 51 . 7 4"/ 
60 .5138.013 62.1>1 ~42 
61 329Y , 1)60 50."10 291 
62 .5444. 678 87.66 El6 
b:.S 351)7 . :!6 1 'I:) • ::; 33 
64 Jlti7.'>'S8 2 ,.55 / 1 





















35GI.J 3GI.JI.J 2599 201HJ 151.JI.J 
WAVENUMBERS CM-1 
COMPOUND NAME: EQUILIN 
SYSTEMATIC NAME: 3-HYDROXYESTRA-1,2,5(10),7-TETRAEN-17-0NE 
CA NA11E: ESTRA-l, J /H .LO >, 7-TETRAEN-1/-0NE 3-HYDROXY . 
CAS NUMBER : 474-86-2 
MERCK INDEX NO (10 ED): 3580 
STERALOIDS NUMBER: ~ 600 
~OLECULAR FORMULE: C18H2002 
MOLECULAR WEIGHT: 268.3 
MELTING POINT: 241-241.5 
SAI'lPLE TECHNHlUE: 11ACfW- t{BR 
SAMPLE QUAN'fiTY: 1 AG I 100 MG KBR 
nANUFACTURER: SERVA 
MANUFAC 'fURER REFERENCE: 21055 
FLS: HOR't205'• 
F'EAI( TABLE FILE : H0R't2054 
55 f'Efti(S. 
SEUSITIVITY: 90 
NO. WAVE-~10. REL. INTEIISil'Y 
1 '•47.461 6.87 
.., 
.. lt92. 178 lt. 24 
3 520.752 2.36 
4 545 .825 5.97 
5 600 . 793 5.5't 
6 617 .197 5.15 
7 '627 . 795 6.27 
8 667 . 334 7.26 
9 696.265 6.24 
10 712 . 659 4 · '·8 
11 720.374 4.49 
12 ]71,,377 3.92 
13 786.9 14 2.17 
14 810.059 32.39 
15 834.167 3.91 
16 859 . 241 11.82 
17 87't.670 24.93 
18 908 . 423 9.26 
19 937 . 35't C' ..,.., ...J • .:...:. 
20 964.3~5 3 . 93 
21 973 . 999 3.70 
22 1003.894 8.62 
23 1011.609 5.5 
24 1037.646 4.93 
25 1055 .969 12 . 82 
26 1063.684 12.37 
~7 1086.829 6.24 
28 1114. 795 12.21 
29 1147.583 21.94 
30 1158. 1 'i 1 16.58 
31 1187. 122 5.85 
32 1230.518 18.39 
33 1245.947 30.72 
34 1257 . 520 18.37 
35 1277.771 45.25 
36 1284.521 35.·95 
37 129't.165 15.70 
38 1335.632 9.35 
39 1353.955 35.41 
40 1369.385 13.49 
41 1't06. 995 15.47 
42 1426.282 5 . 29 
43 1446.533 9.88 
44 1469.678 19 .65 
45 1't99.573 27 .60 
46 1509.216 33.82 
47 1588.293 25 . 21 
48 1623 .010 14.62 
49 1719 ·'·'·6 100.0 
50 2858.350 10.33 
51 2929 . 712 23.60 
52 2')1,9. 999 10.64 
53 2967 . 322 18. 78 
54 3024 . 2 19 9 . 25 
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COMPOUND NAME: EQUILENIN 
SYSTEMATIC NAME: 3-HYOROXYESTRA-1,3,5,7,9-PEN.rAEN-17-0NE 
CA NAME: ESTRA-1,3,5,7,9-PENTAEN-1J-ONE,3-HYDROXY 
CAS NUMBER: 517-09-9 
MERCK INDEX NO <10 EO): 3579 
STERALOlOS NUMBER: E 400 
MOLECULAR FDRrlULE: C18H1802 
MOLECULAR UEIGHT: 266.3 
~ELTING POINT: 248-252 
SAMPLE TECHN HlliE: MACFW ·- ~{BH 
SAMPLE QUANTI ·ry; 1 MG I 100 MG KBR 
nANUFACTURER; SERVA 
f·lANUFACTIJRER REFERENCE: ~~ 1058 
FLS; HOk4205~i 
PEAI{ lABLE fiLE : 110f<'t20!::i5 
53 F'EAI{S. 
SE liS rr I V ITY: 90 
NO. WAVE- 110. REL • INTEIISI TY 
.l 415.637 3.16 
2 '•78.320 13. 18 
3 49't .714 6.92 
4 515.930 3.67 
". 
.J 564.148 4.18 
6 601.758 6.43 
7 668.298 7.23 
8 701t. 944 10 .39 
9 741.589 7.48 
10 769 . 556 3.1Y 
1.t 792.700 11.91 
12 816.809 14.21 
13 8't8. 633 33.9 
14 938 . 318 7 .95 
15 958 . 569 4.5 
16 1013.538 7.30 
17 1030.896 10.22 
18 1065 . 613 18.7 
19 1100.330 4 . 82 
20 1168.799 31.44 
21 1208.3:57 53.18 
22 1224.731 30.55 
23 1248.840 16.34 
24 1260.'t13 10.41 
25 1289.31,3 12.58 
26 1352.026 10.93 
'"'.7 1388.672 39 . 38 
.8 1't23.389 14.48 
29 1 1t60. 03'' 13.7 
30 1't80. 286 16.5 
31 1503.430 3 .75 
32 1514.038 5.19 
33 1523.682 4.25 
34 1552.612 2 . 55 
35 1598.901 27.59 
36 1622.046 32 .39 
37 1667.371 3.99 
38 1681.836 4.16 
39 1716.553 100.0 
40 1783.093 2.27 
41 1899.780 2.36 
42 2362 .671 4.39 
43 2813 .025 7.82 
44 2869.922 9.37 
45 2919.104 11.54 
46 2'735. '·98 12.49 
47 2972 .144 11.65 
48 3052 .185 9,50 
49 3280 . 737 35.79 
50 3683.838 2.67 
51 J"/29.163 2.71 
52 381t7. 778 2. 77 
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3500 2SIH! 2309 1500 
ltRVENUMBERS CM - 1 
15 
COMPOUND NAi"lE: 17 BETA-TESTOSTERONE 16 
SYSTEMATIC NAME~ DELTA 4-ANDROSTEN-17 BE.fA- OL-3-0NE 
CA NAME: ANDROST-4-EN-3 ONE, 17 HYDROXY-, <17 BETA> 
CAS NUMBER: 58-22-0 
MERCK INDEX NO (10 EO): 9000 
SlEHALOIDS NUMBEI~: A 6950 
MOLECULAR FORflULE: C19H2802 
1·10LECULAR lJEIGHT ~ 288.4 
MELTING POINT: 13~ 
SAI1Pl.E TECHNIOUE ~ t1ACR0-~(BR 
SAMPLE QUANTITY: 1 MG I 100 MG KBR 
COMMER~IAL NAME: MALESl"RONE, ORQUISTERONE, PRIMOTEST, PRIMOlESTON 
t-lANIJFACTURER: SIOMA 
hANUFA~TURER REFERENCE: T-1500 
CHARGE NUMBER: 63f-0616 
FLS: HOf<42020 
PF.HI< TABLE FILE . HOR42020 . 
51 F'EHKS. 
SF.NSITIVITY: 90 CM-1 ~0. WAVE- NO. REL. HITEUSITY UIDl"H 
1 460.96'2 8.66 8 
2 513.03i' 11.10 22 
3 56'1.934 ~L i'3 34 
4 651. Y04 Y.43 "/1 
~ 684.692 10.6<J 10 
6 746.411 3 . 35 11 
"/ 781.128 3.84 12 
l:l 828.381 6.10 14 
y 869.849 25 .42 l 
10 902 . 63i' 4 . 71 8 
11 '-l tJ.:U,!:i ~.86 13 
12 '143 .litO 13.26 12 
13 956 . 6'11 12.6<J 10 
14 '183 . 643 ~ .32 12 
l!:i 11)1i'.3<J!:i 16 .1~ 20 
16 1033.189 14.17 11 
17 1040.540 13. !:il, 12 
18 1055.'169 :50 . 56 14 
19 1066.577 30.56 10 
20 1078.149 16.71 8 
21 11t:5.8.H 1'2.66 10 
22 1131.189 14 . 40 16 
23 1174. 585 7.1S 113 
24 1198.694 15.69 1'i' 
~) , . 1233 ,lt11 29.~ 13 ""~ 
'6 1'276.807 1& .1 7 26 
2i' 1'294 .1 6~ 9.86 13 
28 1303.809 10.46 14 
29 131S.J81 12 .55 18 
30 1334 . 668 18.47 'I 
31 1346.240 113.'1:5 18 
:52 1359.741 18.53 12 
33 1J78.064 17.77 18 
34 1412.781 17. 2 1 2'· 
35 1432.068 19.60 14 
36 1445.~69 i 7". 30 12 
3/ 1469 . 678 1' .. .., •. ..J.".~ 14 
38 1612.402 '29 . '22 15 
3'1 165/.72"/ 93 . 83 .33 
,,o 1666.406 100.0 14 
41 1733.911 4.2'-1 25 
-42 2846.777 JO .15 35 
43 2856.421 26 . :50 31 
44 2877 .637 3'3.61 37 
, .... 
• I..J 2916.211 43.43 61 
46 2'144.177 54.14 "/ 1 
4/ 2938.643 44.83 17 
4t:l 2969 . 250 37.6~ 21 
4'1 30:.!7 . 11 '2 6 . :) 1~ 
~0 J3t:l3.'t:23 L8 .55 '19 
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COMPOUND NAME: 17 ALPHA TESTOSTERONE .J EPI-TESTOSTERONE 
SYS1Et1ATIC NAME: 17 ALPHA- HYDROXYANDROST-4-EN- 3-DNE 
C~ NAME~ ANOROST-4- EN-3-0NE,l7 HYOROXY- <17 ALPHA> 
CAS NUMBER: 481-30-1 
noLECULAR FORMULE~ C19H2BQ2 
110LECULAR WE.IGHT: 288.4 
SAMPLE TECHNIOUE~ MACRO-KBR 
SAMPLE QUANTITY: 1 MG I 100 MG K~R 
11At-WFAC TURER ~ ORGANON 
FLS~ HOR42101 
PEM( Tf.1BL.E FILE . HDH't2:1.0l. . 
,,~:; PEM<S. 
SENE>ITIVlTY: <JO 
NU. l·J(-IVE - tHJ. HELM INT EN~:; I TY 
1 ,,68.677 4.0 
2 51 ï'. 859 ~). 32 
3 573."792 7M11 
4 622 . 9ï'4 7.97 
5 674.004 5.92 
6 783 .057 4.59 
7 B35.:L32 1.57 
8 B71..777 10.83 
') 887.207 7.28 
10 1) 34 . 4ó0 IJ. 79 
11 950.834 7.40 
1 ':> ._ 1J73. 035 '7. '·6 
13 981.. 714 ó M ''5 1 ,, 1006.787 9 .'ti 
15 1034.753 10.65 
16 1.057.898 8.96 
17 :1.069.'t70 7M82 
18 1082.007 ~; . :~o 
19 :L 115. 75'7 8M32 
20 1l't0. 833 '•·'•7 
21 1159.15~) 4.30 
?'J ... ,._ lHW. O~iO 14.95 
;!~5 1230.5HI 16. 41) 
24 l2·4't.Ol 1) I) • 25 
'") r.· 
,.:.,\,.1 :L 27~). 842 13.8 
26 1321J. 846 10.32 
27 13't7.205 9.25 
213 1359.7't1 I) • IJ2 
29 1379.993 13.97 
30 1432.068 13.92 
31 1't53. 28'' 10.76 
3':> 
·-
1 ~î06. 323 1.M65 
~~3 1~)59. 363 3 .16 
3't 1609. 509 2'·. 61 
35 1635.5't7 25.90 
3b 1{,53 .870 100.0 
37 2823 .633 9.27 
313 2865.100 21.36 
39 2880 .530 23.67 
'•0 21704. 631) ~~2. 22 
.ltl 2<)39 .355 37.62 
4'J 
·-
~~'158. 643 30.91 
'.:3 :5',18. 640 '•4. 28 
'•4 3744 . 51J2 1.47 
45 38~i·4 . 529 1.46 
17 
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50Cl 
COMPOUND NAME: TESTOSTERONE-ACE.fATE 
CA NAI'1E; (~NOR!lST -4-EN-3-0NE, 17- < ACETYLOXY)i ~ 7 BEl A) 
CAS NUMBER: 1045-69-8 · 
MERCK INDEX NO <10 EO): 9000 
STERALOlOS NUMBER~ A 6951 
HOLECULAR FORMULE~ C21H3003 
MOLECULAR WEIGHT: 330.4 
MELTit~G POUH~ 140-141 
SAMPLE TECHNIQUE: MACRO-KBR 
SAf1PLE DUANT I TY: 1 llG I 100 I~G ~(BR 
COMMERCIAL NAME: ACETO-STERANDRYL,ACETO-TESTOVIRON 
MANUFACTURER~ SIGMA tlt~NUFACTURER REFERENCE: ·r -1625 
CHARGE NUMBER: 23F-0270 
FLS: HOR42029 
f'EM( TABLE FILE : HOf<42029 
48 PEAKS. 
SE~lSITIVITY: 90 
WAVE-NO. REL. HHENSITY WIDTH CM-1 
1 460.962 2.98 8 
2 514.001 6.3 7 
3 561.255 6.51 " 15 
4 594.043 2 .62 IJ 
5 634.546 7.77 8 
6 667.334 3 . 62 11 
7 685.657 7.15 5 
8 751 . 233 2 . 93 10 
9 780 .164 6 . 22 6 
10 831.27'• 6 .41 11 
11 863.098 34 . 56 5 
12 901 . 672 9 . 71 10 
13 915.173 5 .87 9 
14 945.068 18.56 7 
15 959.534 12.7 8 
16 979.785 6.78 15 
17 1022 . 217 28 . 83 15 
19 1040.540 54 . 66 13 
19 1071.399 9.9 14 
20 1114.795 8 . 34 17 
21 1129. 2l>O 12. 9 14 
22 1190.015 15.52 31 
23 .1232.446 86.6 22 
24 12ft6.912 43. '·3 10 
1256.555 23.62 14 
1273.914 27 . 73 10 
27 1289.343 13.35 12 
28 131 2.488 7 . 75 13 
29 1332.739 16.84 12 
30 1361.670 29.85 11 
31 1377.100 29.8 16 
32 1395.422 12 .3::? 13 
33 1423 . 389 16.55 22 
34 1433.032 24.77 9 
35 1449.426 18.42 21 
36 1469.678 13. 1 33 
37 1618.188 22 . 48 14 
38 1672.192 86. 55 17 
39 1740.662 100.0 14 
40 2839.062 16.93 26 
41 2881.494 27 .3 27 
42 2921.033 48.32 22 
43 2929.712 44.24 33 
44 2942.249 54.10 15 
45 2968.286 30.37 30 
46 2979.858 25 . 64 12 
47 302.1.326 6 . 84 15 


















c c c 
/ '-I/ '-
c c c 
I I / 
C Ç C C-C 
/ '-1/ '/ 
c f f ~ c c 
~ '~ '- . / 0 c c 
FLS=HOR42029 
2500 201J0 1500 
WAVE::NUM8ERS CM-1 
AFA=HOR42029 
2509 2009 1500 
WAVENUMBt:RS CM-1 
18 
COMPOUND NAME: TESTOSTERONE PROPIONAlE 
SYSTEMATIC NAME; DELTA 4-ANOROSTENE-17 BETA-PROPIONATE-3- 0NE 
CA NA11E: AtWROST -4-EN-J-ONE, 17- ( l ··OXOPROF'OXY >-, ·< 17 BETA > 
CAS NUMBER; 57-85-2 
MERCK INDEX Nû (10 ~D>: 9006 
STERALOlOS NUMBER: A-7000 
MOLECULAR FORMULE: C22H~203 
MOLECULAR WEIGHT: 344 
MELTING POINT: 118-122 
SAI'lPLE TECHN I QUE ~ 11ACRO·-~a?.R 
SAMPLE QUANTITY: 1 MG I 100 MG KBR 
MANUFACTURER: SIGMA 
MANUFACTURER REFERENCE: T-1875 
CHARGE NUMBER~ 13F-0754 
FLS: HOR42028 
PEAK TABLE FILE HOR42028 
43 PEAt{S. 
SENSITIVITY; 90 










9 891. 06't 
J.O 916.138 
11 941.211 
1'J ..... '15't.712 



















32 :l.lt33. 997 
33 1lt50.391 
34 1611 . 438 
35 166'1.299 
36 172'?.089 
37 2826 . 526 
38 2850. 635· 
39 2874.744 
40 291't.282 
'tl 2939.355 I. • ., 
.... 2'168. 286 
43 3't31.l77 
REL. UHENSITY WIOTH 
2. 3't 6 
3.1.5 8 
.t. 31 6 
~j. <7 5 
3.75 5 3 -Jt:" 
• I .J B 
2 .. 4 13 
21..18 ., . .J 























9.53 l o:.· . .J 
1L 92 13 
1't. 7 9 
15.70 44 
23.67 :1.3 
100 .. 0 14 
70 . 't4 16 
10. ,, 12 
1.9.b1 19 
i't. 5't 19 
37 .67 30 
3(1. 8 " . .,t .:.. 
27.88 ,, 1 






1.6 O=C-C-C 6 r 
1.6 
I 
c f c / '\. / '\. 
c c c 
I I / 
c c c C-C 
I . .i 
/'\.I/'\. / 
c f T b c c 
~ '\. ~ '\. / 







A~ l)J w lMA 1 ~ J, / \. J ~ \ _A. }w .... 








25,Hl 2(JÇJ(J 15(J(J 
WRVENUMBERS CM-1 
COMPOUND NAME: TESTOSlERONE ISOCAPROATE 
110LECUU·IR FORMULE: C25H3803 
- MOLECULAR WEIGHT: 386 
SAI1F'LE TECHtHOUE ~ I~ACRO-KBR 
SAMPLE QUANTITY: 1 MG I 100 MG KBR 
MANUFACTUkER: ORGANON 
f·lANUFACTURER REFERENCE: 7/0 
CHARGE NUMBER: TIC Z 135 
rLS: HOR42071 
PEAH TABU~ FILE . H () f~ '• 2 0 7 1. . 
lt.!. F'EM<S. 
SENE>IT I 1.1ITY: <JO 
Nl:l· l·J~Y.f ·-t~l1 fj~.~ J:'3 
2 ~) 1 ó. B95 










12 1?79. ï'85 
:1. ~5 :LOOS. 71<S 
14 10't3. 433 
15 1068. ~)06 
1.6 1103.223 
:1.7 1125 .'t03 
18 11.82. 300 
19 1210.266 
20 1229. ~)53 
2:1. 1:Utl.125 
r)'' ) 
~ .... A-. 1271.905 
23 :l29't.165 
r ) f. 
•·• t :1.330 . lH 1 
,.,.._ .. 
.:. d 1337.561 
26 1352. 9 1l1 
27 l ~578. 06/t 
28 1387.708 
29 1't18.567 
30 11t35 • 1}25 
31 1't50. 391 
3:~ l't617. 6ï'8 
:·5~5 :L6:l7.22't 
:34 1667.3'11 




:39 2951.892 . 
ltO 21172.1.4'· 
41 3 4'• 1 • 7 B ~5 · 
HE Lr HHENS I TY ~ . 1 
:2.95 
1 • .. v. 





































































































35"" 251HJ 2001! 150" 1000 
WRVENUHBERS CM - 1 
COMPOUND NAME: TESTOSTERONE DECANO~TE 
SYSTEMATIC NAME: DELTA 4- ANDROSTENE- 17 BETA- DECANOATE-3-0NE 
t10LEClJLAR FIJRf\ULE:: C28H461J3 
MOLECULAR l·JE I GH f: 430 
SAMPLE TECHNIUUE: MACRIJ-KBR 
SAMPLE QUANTITY: 1 MG I 100 MG KBR 
nANUFACTURER: ORGANON 
MANUFACTURER RFFERENCE: 767 
CHARGE NUMBERa TEDEC Z 87 
rLS: HORLt20/0 
F'UH( T r~;P.LE FILE . HU1~42070 . 
'•7 PEM(!] o 
SENSITIVITY: 90 
NO. ~.JAVE --t-m o 
.1. '·~)9. 033 
:?. 50 '1ol.80 
3 ~)(13 .18/.t 
'• bB3o72B c:-~I 718 . 445 







... 9~)8 0 569 
13 9'77o856 
14 1012.573 
1 ~) 1040.540 
1.6 1.07't.2'12 
17 1 :L 1 :l. 902 





...... l. 25!3 . ~)91. 
~.~~5 1267.163 














3B :W50. 63:i 
39 2'Jl5 o2't7 
40 291t0. 320 
'tl 2953.821 
I ") 
.. ~: .. 3032o89B 
'·3 3't49. 500 
'•'• 36B6.731 
'•5 3743.628 
4b 381ft .'190 
'• 7 38~56. '•58 
HEL. I~HENSI TY lJIDTH 
:~ .. 1. :"5 1 r.;· . J 
3. l. 2 ó 
1.92 8 
5 .'t5 6 
10 . 6/t 6 
2.2B b 
3. 7:·~ fJ 















15 .71 15 








1.53 1 ':> .... 
1. 72 10 
1. 3 11 U . 





57.15 I.., t ... _ 
55.6 5·4 
'•. 9 1 I. . t 
2.50 1 ~)ft 
1.'7B 71. 























c c c c 
c/ '-I/ '- 1 
I c c é 
c c c I / I 
/ '-1/ ' /c-c f 
c f f ! c c ~ ' ~ ' / f O C C C-é 
3500 2503 2000 1500 
ltAVENUMBERS CM-I 
AFA =HOR42070 




COMPOUND NA11E: lESTOSl Er~ONE UtWF.:CAtW()TE 
tlOLECULAR FORI1ULE~ C30H4703 
MULECULAR WEIGHT~ 455 
SAI'iF'LE> TECHN 1 OUE ~ rlACfW-.{BR 
SAMPLE QUANTITY: 1 MG I 100 MG KBR 
MANUFAClURER: ORGANON 
MANUFACTURER REFERENCE: 768 
CHARGE NUMBER; lUNDEC Z 37 
FLS: HDR420?3 
PEr, I< Tf~BLE FILE . Hlm'•2073 • 
I. ") t ".._ F'EMW. 
[-iENSITIVITY: '?0 
NO. l·JAVE--NO. 
1 '·~59. 03~5 
2 ~ill.:J.OB 
3 56'· . :Lit8 
'• ó85. b'57 ° r.· 
d '716.516 
6 7B4. '?85 
'7 83:1. .27'1 
l1 BB7.207 
9 90,). lt91t 
10 923. 8~i3 
1:10 9'd. :l'tO 
1':> 0 ·- 'i'~il3. 56 17 
13 9'77. B~.'i,S 
1.'t lOO~i. B23 
1 ~5 :t o2,s. 01 ,, 
16 10317.575 
17 :L067.5't2 
18 l () 81 • 0 1t :~ 




A' .. ~: .. 1208.337 





27 :L ~53't. 668 
213 13~)3. '/~)~j 
~~9 :L 379. 0~0~8 
30 1'.:1.3. 74~i 
3:L 1 ' t33. 032 
3') 
.. 0 1453. 213'• 
:53 1/.t 72. 5'71 
3/t :L6l.0.'•7'• 
~55 :t6l't. 121 
36 1737.ï'6Cf 
37 2B~i:L. 599 
38 2867 . '1'13 
39 2 912 • ~5 !:=i ,, 
'·0 2'J2ó.81'/ 
,, 1 29~56.'J11t 














2 .. ~57 
10. ~i6 
7 .. 20 



















62 .. 2~5 



























































c I I c c c 
/ "!/ 
" b c c I I / f c '-.f/ c C-C / 
" 
/ 
c c c c 
b I I I c c c 
t? '\. t? '\. / I 0 c c C-C-C 
1.2 
t. 3 





)V ~- ~lAJ u .M.Á.L._ ~ ./ ~Jt.,o~ 
2533 2~313 t 500 
WAVENUM8ERS CM -1 
AFA =HOR4207.5 
t 33 . 
~y\ n ~ r ~ ~ 
81 
~ 




2 01313 1500 
WAVENUMBERS CM-1 
COMPOUND NAME: TESTOSl.ERONE PHENYLPROPIONATE 
GY S"TU1AT IC NAm:~ 17 [ ( F'HENY LACET Y L.) DX Y J ANDRDBT -lt-U~-3--0NE 
MOLECULAR FORrlULE~ C2BH~6U3 
flOLECULAR WEI GHT ~ 420 
SAI·lPLE TECHN HlUE ~ f1ACRll-•mR 
SAMPLE QUANTITY: 1 MG I 100 MG KBR 
nANUFACTUR~R: ORGANON 
MANUFACTURER REFERENCE~ 769 
CHARGE NUf·1BEI~: TPP Z 1 ~W 
FLS: HClR't2072 
PEAf{ lM'·LE FILE : HUH42072 
51 F'Ef\f{S . 
SEilSil"IVlTY: 90 
tW. WAVE-NO. r.:EL. INTENSilY 
1 471.570 3.46 
2 '•92 . 786 3.98 
3 521.716 8 . 85 
4 5'·9. 683 5.22 
5 621. 0't5 1.62 
6 685.657 5.58 
7 699.158 15.35 
B 708.801 16.37 
9 726.160 7 .16 
10 7't8.31t0 13.6 
11 780.164 5.23 
12 794 . 62'1 6 . 49 
13 835.132 3.61 
14 862.134 19.3 
15 903.601 5.43 
16 9't4 .1 0'• 12.90 
17 957 . 605 6.2 
18 979 . 785 4.3 
19 .LOOS. 716 17.2 
20 1026.07'· 10.89 
21 1037.6'.6 8.28 
22 1067. 5't2 19.39 
23 1082.007 10.85 
24 111ft. 795 10.56 
25 1128.296 12.26 
26 11i'O. 728 100.0 
27 1190.015 27 . 70 
29 1213.159 12.1 
29 1228.589 22.5 
30 1270.056 22.71 
31 t298.022 17.85 
-.., ..,.,. 1330.811 14.75 
\3 1353.955 13.46 
.4 1380.'157 19.57 
35 142' •. 3~3 21 . 62 
36 1't55.212 21.31 
37 1498.608 11.47 
38 1615.295 20 . 35 
39 1672.192 97.28 
40 1733.'111 98.26 
41 2833 .276 13.7 
42 2859.314 22.91 
43 2885.352 20.69 
44 2918 .140 35.32 
45 2939.3~5 42 .11 
46 2'1!> 1. 892 40.76 
47 2968.286 31.25 
48 2'176 . 001 26.16 
49 3026 .1 47 10.65 
50 3057 . 97 1 5.22 
51 3'•'•7. 5"11 4.40 





























































I ~. .;7 
à c = c 
I 
c c c 
/ '-.I/ ' c c c 
I I / 
C f C C-C 
/ ' / ' / 
c f f t c c 









2500 2~~~ 150~ 13~0 
WRVENUMBtRS CM-1 
RfA::HOR42~72 




551.JI.J 2~~0 151.JI.J 10~1.J 
WRVENUMBERS CM - 1 
COMPOUND NAME: fESTOSTERONE-BENZOAT~ 
SYSTE:11AT IC NAME; 4-ANDROSTEN-17 BETA-OL-3-0NF e.F~NZOATE C~ NAME: ANDROST-4-EN-3-0NE,ll-<BENZOYLOXY>~ (17 BETA) 
CAS NUM8ER~ 2088-71-3 . 
STERALOIDS NUMBER~ ~ 6954 
MOLECULAR FORtHJLE ~ C26H3203 
MOLECULAR WEIGHT: 392.5 
MELTING POINT~ 188-192 
SAMPLE TECHNIQUE: MACRO-KBR 
sr,r.r-·LE f:IUANTITY ~ 1 11G I 100 1-lG ~<BR 
MANUFACTURER: SIGMA 
MANUFACTURER REFERENCE; T-1750 
CHARGE NUMBER~ 62F-0602 
FLS: HOH~2033 
PEAK TABLE FILE : HOR42033 
53 F'EAKS. 
SENSITIVITY: 90 
tiO. WAVE-NO. REL. IIITEtiSITY 
1 459.033 3.44 
2 510.144 5.25 
3 567.041 3 . 2 
4 608.508 4.2 
5 617.187 3.17 
6 628.760 2.94 
7 677 . 942 6.40 
8 687.585 15 . 89 
9 719.409 70.65 
10 754.126 2.63 
11 778 . 235 5.15 
12 810 .059 4.75 
13 829 . 346 4.70 
14 865.991 15.77 
15 904.565 3.95 
16 941.211 15.20 
17 958.569 8.55 
18 977.856 10.38 
19 998.108 20 . 77 
20 1007.7~1 16.12 
21 1023.181 20.54 
22 1042.468 11.46 
23 1070.435 24.66 
24 1109.973 58.79 
25 1178.442 20.23 
26 1188.086 14 . 65 
27 1228.589 25.29 
28 1242.090 19. 17 
29 1274.878 99.37 
30 1316.345 28.84 
31 1333.704 16.4 
32 1354 . 919 12.52 
33 1375.171 9 . 32 
34 13'l2. 529 10.91 
35 1422.424 9.31 
36 1434 . 961 17.41 
37 1452.319 29.32 
38 1491.858 7.15 
39 1582.507 10.59 
40 1598.901 13.87 
41 1617.224 21.41 
42 1673.157 100.0 
43 1708.838 99 . 58 
44 2827.490 10.62 
45 2851.599 17. 12 
46 2876 .672 25.36 
47 2920.068 29.23 
48 2942.249 38.6 
49 2961.536 24.75 
50 2976.001 30.'·0 
51 3030.969 5.49 
52 3060.864 4 . 42 

































































~ \. c =co? 
I 
c c c 
/ '-I/ '-
c c c 
I I / C C C C-C 
/ '-I/ '- / 
c f f ~ c c 







2SIHJ 2~~~ 1500 HHHJ 51HJ 







40~HJ 25"" 2~33 1503 





COMPOUND NAME: 17 ALPHA-ME!~!~!ESTOSTERONE 
SYSTEMATIC NAnE~ 17-HYOROXY-17-nETHYLA~OROST-4-EN-3 ONE 
17 ALPHA- MET HYL.. - 4-ANORDSTEN-- 17 BETA- OL - 3 - 0NE 
CA NAMEl ANOROST-4-EN-J- ONE,17 HYDROXY- 17- METHYL-<17 BETA> 
CAS ~UMBER: 58- 18-4 
MER~K INDEX NO (10 EO>: 6000 
STERALOlOS NUMBER: A 6280 
MOLECULAR FORMULE: C20H3002 
IWLEt;ULAR WEIGHT~ :502.4 
MELTING POINT: 161-166 
SAMPLE TECHNIOUE: MACRU-KBR 
SAMPLE OUANTITY: 1 M6 I 100 MG KBR 
flANUFACTURER: SIGMA 
MANUFACTURER REFERENCE: M 7252 







PF.AK TABLE FILE . .. 
41 PEAKS. 
SEt~ SI TIVITY: 90 
tW. WAVE-NO. 










































4! ~lt37. 927 
HOR42022 
REL. INTENSITY WIOTH 
3.84 8 
8.0 . 11 










4.6~ 1 ') . .:.. 
~ .13 8 
3.20 1::? 
4 .'t1 12 
6.7 <J 
1"6.69 l't 
l't. 42 14 
12. Tl 12 















24 .'t 1 25 
22.40 .39 
27.12 35 












C C C---C 
/ ' '/ ' c (: c 
I I / 
c c c t-e 
/ ' '/ ' / c è c 
b b b 












350c.J 2c.Jc.Jc.J 1Sc.Jc.J 
iiAVENUMBERS CM - 1 
' 
26 
COMPOUND NANE :A 9 <U.) -- METHYLTE!HDSTEFWNF 
SYSTEI'tAT IC NAME~ 17 BETA- HYDROXY - 17 ALPHA- I·lF.THYLAIWROSTA- 4, 9 ( 11) - 0 IEN- 3- 0tn:: 
CA NAME; -
CAS uune.ER: -
MERCK INDEX NO (10 EO); -
STERALOlOS NUMBER; A 510 
MOLECULAR FORMULE: C20H2802 
MOLECULAR UEIGHT~ 300.4 
MELTING POINT: 171-173 
SAI\PLE TECHNHlUE: 11ACRO- t{BR 
SAMPLE QUANTITY: 1 AG I 100 MG KBR 
MANUFACTURER: SIGMA 
MANUFACTURER REFERENCE: M-7377 
CHARGE NUMBER~ 36C- 0312 
FLS: HOR42049 
PEAK TABLE FILE . HOR42049 . 
51 PEAKS. 
SENSITIVITY: 90 
NO. WAVE- NO. REL. HITENSITY 
1 472.534 10.61 
2 523.645 10.83 
3 557.397 7.79 
4 593.079 10.64 
5 616~223 11.7 
6 671.191 5.41 
7 692.407 14.13 
8 771.484 8.51 
9 786.914 6.12 
10 812.952 6.58 
11 823.560 6. 77 
12 882.385 19.82 
13 902.637 5.12 
14 925.781 10.12 
15 9'".J7.354 16.93 
16 955.676 17.76 
17 979.785 7.91 
18 1001.965 5.82 
19 1027.039 9.87 
20 1080.078 13.87 
21 1091.650 13. 23 
22 1104.187 15.59 
23 1128.296 17.0 
24 1153.369 19.15 
25 1172.656 20.6 
~ 1188.086 20.65 
.:.7 1207.373 10.13 
28 1232.446 24.35 
29 1249. 805 11.41 
30 1273.914 25. 24 
31 1298.022 11.72 
32 1314.417 8. 5 
33 1331 . 775 21.16 
34 1348.169 18.13 
35 1370.349 36.43 
36 1424.353 13.36 
J 7 1442.676 15.18 
38 1455.212 16.15 
39 1469.678 12.87 
40 1606.616 28.55 
41 1650.977 100.0 
42 1725.232 6.78 
43 2855.457 24.51 
44 2870.886 35.30 
45 2911.389 35.75 
46 2930.676 41.52 
47 2956.714 36.7 
48 2971.179 42.4 
49 2988.538 21. 38 
50 3049.292 10 . 47 
51 3450.464 38.84 






























































0 . ~ 








C C C · · ·C 
/ '-1/ " c c c 
c 11 I / / ,f c c-c 
c / " / I c c 
FLS=HOR42~49 
c I I ~ " ~c, /c 
0 c c 
3500 3~GHJ 2530 2~30 1 5~0 
WRVENUMBERS CM-1 
AFA=HOR42049 





COMPOUND NAME: 17 BETA--1 '7-NORI"ESTDSTEfWNE, NANDROLONE 
SYSTEMATIC NAnE: 17 BETA- HYDROXY-4-ESTREN-3- 0NE 
CA NAHI:::: ESTRA--~-EN-~·-ONE, 17- HYDROXY- < 17) BETA) 
CAS NUMBER: 434-22-0 
MERCK lNOEX NO (10 ED>: 6211 
STERALûiDS NUMBER~ E 4050 
MOLECULAR FORMIJLE; C.LBH2602 
MOLECULAR WEIOHT' 274.4 
MELTING POINf: 112 AND 124 
SAMPLE TECHNIOUE; ~ACRO-KBR 
SAMPLE tlUAtHITY: 1 MG I 100 r1G HBR 
llANUFACTURER; SIGMA 
MANUFACTURER RI:::FERENCE: N-7252 
CHARGE NUMBER: 119C-0234 
FLS .: HOR420~1 


















:i 627.79~ 6.5~ 1Ut 
ó "701.086 4.18 19 
I }6'2.80~ tï.21 8 
B 831.'2'74 4.1 14 
'i 85/.31'2 6.7'2 I 
10 885.278 24.79 I 
11 908. 42~5 2.8L IJ 
12 'i47.1161 ~j . 86 "/ 
13 '167.249 l:-5. 5~) 8 
1.4 1003.894 B.78 10 
1~ 1023.181 18.59 9 
16 1.052.1.1.2 27.'13 12 
17 107~.236 23.89 13 
1.8 108~.'136 15.68 10 
.l9 1109.97~ 8.21 15 
:w 1133.11.8 20.61 12 
'21 1173.621 ,._. '1 r: 14 .,J. ~-.,J 
I)") 1'206. '•0 17 ~~0. 92 11 ..._, ... 
2~ 1227.62~ 13.58 10 
24 1251] .'t48 29.81 1.7 
'1C..' 
.,...,J 129S.12'i 8.311 'i 
26 1311.523 El. 59 19 
'2/ 1334.668 :2~). 6/ 13 
2fl 134it.312 1.2.6 llt 
2'i .L 360.706 l.l • 7'2 11 
30 13/9.028 1.0.65 29 
31 11111. 8.l6 :l8."J3 .LJ 
:~2 1433.032 1.~.36 36 
~n 1'1'11. 71 :l J. "7 . .'t3 1-4 
34 1452.31 17 16.40 7 
:3 !) .l'172. 571 9 .. 51 8 
36 1bi9.l.~d :·!7. ::!8 lA 
~57 16'1"1.1111 3S.47 .LJ 
~~8 1666 .lt06 100.0 1. ~~ 
3'l 2861. 2'1~ 39.26 44 
'·0 288/t. 387 2~j .. :56 :-~6 
'tl 2913. 3.L8 52 .. 6 '21 
'•2 ::!9J5. '·98 311.22 26 
lt~5 2'l't7. 070 46.'l4 .l7 
'•4 29:;s. 750 4't.'29 ilt ,, ... 
I....J 2977.930 18. 8'1 1'1 
46 3423.462 36.79 119 
2? 







c I / ,f/c, 
c c c 
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c c c - c 
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WAVENUMBERS CM - 1 
AFA == HOR420'21 





35 0~ 3(iHH! 21.HHJ 15(iHJ 
WAVENUMBERS CM-I 
CO~POUND NAME: 17 ALPHA 19- NORTESTOSTERONE, EPI - NORfESTOSTERONE 
SYSTEMATIC NAME; 17 ALPHA-HYDROXY-ESTR-4-EN-3-0NE 
Cf) NAt'lt:·:: ESTR-·4-Et~-3-UNE, .l 7-HYOROXY- < 17 ALP HA ) 
CAS NUMBER; 4409-34-1 
MOLECULAR FORMULE: C18H2602 
MOLECULAR WEIGHT; 274.4 
SAMPLE TECHNIQUE: MACRO-KBR 
SAI•if'L.E DUANT I TY; l. lW I 100 l·ll.i •mR 
NANUrACTI.JRER REFERENCE: ORGANON 
FLS; HDR42100 
FE Al( Tf-tBLE fiLE : IWR42100 
53 F'EAHS. 
SEIISITIVITY: 'JO 
NO . WA•JE-NO . HEL . INlEilSilY 
1 1r64 . 019 8.50 
2 '·83. l't2 tr . IH:J 
3 499.536 
'• · 99 ,, 543.1396 6 . 2'7 
5 569.934 8 . 2 
6 647 . 083 3.43 
7 676 . 013 2.90 
13 699.158 3 ., . • ..J 
9 757.983 4.21 
10 812.952 1. 94 
11 8't2.847 3 . 89 
12 867. 1720 10 . 68 
13 876.599 16.19 
l't 880 , 1,57 . 18.45 
15 931.567 8.7 
16 940 . 247 7.41 
17 968 . 213 15.87 
18 979.785 7.29 
19 996.179 5.98 
20 1022.217 8 . 99 
21 1051.147 16 . 85 
22 1103.223 9 . 89 
23 1110 . 937 8.46 
2'• 1135 . 0'·6 13.4 
25 1158.191 6.37 
26 117ï . 478 6.75 
27 1193 . 872 9 . :50 
28 1211.230 24.98 
29 1258Jr8'• 17.69 
30 1276.807 13 .'ti 
;t 1331.775 !lt. 45 
32 1339 . '•90 11 . 72 
33 1365 . 527 11.59 
3'· 1374.207 12.3 
35 1380.957 12.60 
36 1421 .'t60 10 . 2 
37 .t't50. 391 11 . 0 
38 1359 . 363 2 . 38 
]9 1615 . 295 30.88 
40 1628.796 33 . 26 
41 1643 . 262 86 . 22 
42 1662.549 100 . 0 
43 2851 . 599· 33.31 
44 2862 . 207 35.18 
45 2894 . 995 32 . 80 
46 2904.639 37 . '·13 
47 2926.819 43 . 38 
48 294'• . 177 43.11 
49 2959.607 32 . 86 
50 3030.005 3.56 
51 31,79 . 430 40 -'•'• 
.:-, 
..J-. 3744 . 592 1.50 
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4!iHHJ 35 ~HJ 3~HHJ 
wAVENUMBERS CM-1 
AFA == H0~42100 
61 
62 
3saa 250" 2000 1500 5~HJ 
wAVENUMBERS CM - 1 
'I 
29 
COI'lF'OUNL> NAME: 17 BETA-19-NDRTEGTOSTEF\ONE PROP I DNA TE .t NANDROLONE PROP I ON ATE 
SYSTEI1AT IC NAI1E: 17 BETA-HYDROXYESTR·-It - EN-3-DNE F'fWf'JDNATE 
Cf"l NAME: EST'R -4-EN- 3-0NE, 17-<1-0XOF'ROF'OX'() - ,(17 BETf"l> 
CAS NUMBER: 7207-92-3 
AERCK INDEX NO <10 .. ED>: 6213 
S1 ERALOIDS Nut~BEI~: E 't090 
NOLECULAR FORMULE ; C21H~5003 
MOLECULAR UEIGHT: 330.45 
NELTING POINT: 55-60 
SAVtPL.E TECHN I OUE ~ 11ACRO-KBR 
SAMPLE QUANTITY: 1 MG I 100 MG KBR 
11ANUFACTURER ~ SERIJA 
MANUFACTURER REFERENCE: 30955 
FLS ~ HOR't2053 









6 806 . 201 
7 837.061 
8 861.169 









1.8 1225 . 6'16 
19 1265.234 
20 13't6.240 
21 1368 .'t20 
22 1381.921 
23 l't22. 424 
2't 1448.462 
25 1530 .'t32 
26 1 ~i51. 648 
27 1 ~573. 828 
28 1620.11.7 
29 1650 .012 
30 17't0.662 
31 2849.670 
32 2'106. 567 
33 2929.712 
34 2'1't7. Oï'O 
~~~j 2969 .250 
36 3285.55'1 
37 ~5't62. 036 
38 3789.91.'7 
"/ 
f~EL. INTENSITY WIDTH 
5.55 12 
6.66 17 
6. :~8 139 6 .. ,C' 
• I~~ 15 
6.72 13 
9.137 17 
7.50 41 8 -, ... 





15 .85 16 
l '1. 26 15 
11.56 18 
12.1"7 20 
78. 't9 23 
32. ~~5 1 '1 
27.67 15 












33.44 '1 • ., Ä- Á-
't5. 99 21 
ft2. 83 19 
2~L '97 50 
~j. 63 1.06 
13. 74 10 0 








( ~ . 8 
0.6 












c c c / '!/ ' c c 
C t -C/ 
/ ' / ' / c c c 
I I I 
t c c 
~ ' ~ ' / 0 c c 
2500 2000 1500 
WAVENUMBERS CM-1 
AFA==HOR42053 




COI1f'OUND NAME; 17 BETf~-1'1-tWRrE!HDGTF.:RCH~E DECMWAl'E' 1 NANDI~DLONE DECANOATE 
S YSTE"f1AT IC NAI1E ~ 17 BET A-< ( 1-0XODEC YU -OX Y) -EST R ·-4-EN·-3- IJNE 
en NnME: ESTR-4-EN-3-0NE,l7-<<1-0XODECYL>OXY>-,<17 BEfA> 
CAS NUMBER; 360-70-3 
MERCK INDEX NO (10 EO>: 6212 
MOLECULAR FORMULE~ C2BH4~03 
f·lOLECULt:.R WEIGHT; 428.6 
11ELTING POINT: 32-35 
SAMPLE TE~HNIQUE: MACRO- KBR 
SAMPLE QUANTITY~ 1 MG I 100 MG KBR 
CONMERG I f)L NAME: DECA-DURABOL I t~, DECA-OURABOL, DECA-HYBOL IN, HYBOL IN DECAN 0 ATE 
MANUFACl.URER: ORGANON 
MANUFACTURER REFERENCE: NORDEC 196 
CHARGE NUMBER: 56863 
FLS: HOR420~9 








'• 541.003 ·~ 
··' 
~566. 0?7 









15 923. B~:i3 
16 116ó o ;!8/t 






.-.. .:. 1.212. :1.95 
23 125?. ~)20 
24 1.2'7:.!. 236 
25 :L:~3:1.. 77!'5 




30 1't64. B~ió 
31 1619. :l.~j3 
32 :1.6 7 6. O!:iO 
33 :L733.'7:l:t · 
34 2B52.5b3 
3"-" , .., 2926.819 
HEL. It~TENBITY WIDTH Cf'l-:1. 
1. 60 6 
3.2"1 1 !. . t 






1. 47 ? 
3.15 1.0 
1.9 1 ~.:; 
2. '10 13 
7.88 11 
2.B8 1.0 





9.5 1C" . J 
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4033 35~3 25B0 2l.J0(.J 150(.) 500 
WAVENUMBERS CM-1 
COMPOUND NAME~17 BETA-19-NORTESTOSTERONE LAURATEr NANDROLONE LAURATE 31 
!:iYSTEMATICtMI1E: 17 P.ETA--HYDfWXYESH(-It-EN-3 ONE 17-DECANOAlT 
MOLECULAR FORMULE: C30H4803 
11Dl.ECULAR WEIGHT ~ 456 
SMlF'LE TECHNIQUE; MACRO-~{BR 
SAMPLE QUANTITY: 1 MG I 100 MG KBR 
MANUFACTURER: !' 
MANUFACTURER REFERENrE: CHARGE 48 
CHARGE NUMBER: 010483 
FLS; HOf~42034 













10 967. 2't9 
11 1004.858 
12 l.020.2B8 













.:..J 1380. 9!'.-i7 
26 1't17.603 
27 1't't6. 533 








36 29~i3. 821 








2. 112 24 
5.77 12 
6.BO 12 
3,. 5~7; 12 
"7.79 11 
8. ~) 1 13 
8 .. b2 1.6 
10.30 27 





23 .. 3.1 11 














67 • 1/ 16 
100.0 32 









0 . .i 
0.2 







2509 2000 150~ 5~~ 
WRVENUMBERS CH-1 
NANDROLONE PHENPROPIONATE 
COMPOUND NA~E: 17 BETA-19-NORTESTOSTERONE PHENPROPIONATEY 
!3YSTEI·1ATIC tMI·lE~ 17 P·ETA ·-HYDROXYEBTR-Lt-EN·-3-0NE 3 PHENYL-PROF'Iot~ATE 32 
CA NAME: ESTR-4-EN-3-0NE,-<1-0X0-3-PHENYLPROPOXY> - ,<17 BETA) 
CAS NUMBER: 62-90-8 
MERC~{ IIWEX NO < 10 ED>: 6214 
STERALUIDS NUMBER~ -
MOLECULAR FORMULE: C27H3403 
MOLECULAR WEIGHT~ 406.54 
AELTING POINT: 95-96 
SAMPLE Tt::CHIHlWE ~ MACRO-.{BR 
SAJ1PLE QUMHITY: 1 ~lG I 100 MG ~WR 
COMMERCIAL NAME: OURABOLIN, DURABOL, NANDROLIN 
MANUFACTURER: ORGANON 
MANUF ACTURER REFEREI~CE: 56862 
CHARGE NUMBER: NOR TPP Z 239 
FLS~ HOH42040 
PEAH Tr~BLE FILE . HDR't20't0 • 
38 F'EM{S. 
SENSITIVITY: 'i'O 
NO. l·JAVE --ND. 
1 '~8:5.071 
2 55't. :ïO't 
3 ~.)7 4" 7~i6 




l 782 .092 
13 832.23 11 
9 856. 3't8 
10 878. :i28 
1.1 908 ·'·23 
1.2 1t65 • 320 





Hl 1205. '•44 
19 :l2't4.9fJ3 
20 1. 2 ~i 1l • '• 4 8 
2:l 1297.058 
'1'1 
,:. . ._ 1.329.B46 
2~5 1362.63lt 
24 1't20.1t!fb 
25. 1.447 .'t9B 
26 1500. ~) ~~7 
27 1603.723 
28 :l.ó18. Hl8 
29 u, 75. OB~.) 
30 1730. ()~i't 
~51 2856. '•2 :l 
32 28/'1. H~i l 
3~5 2920 .0613 
3't 21136. '•62 
35 3026.147 
36 :~054. t 1't 
37 :·5657 .. 800 
38 38~j5. 4113 
F~EL. INTENSITY 
9.7 





































































































4030 2539 2330 1530 
WAVENUMBERS CM-1 
COMPOUND NAME: ETHIS fERONE 1 ETHY NYL TE!:>TIJSTERDNE 
SYS TEI'lAT IC NAME~ 17 f.ILPHA -HYDROXYF'REGN ·-4-EI~ -20-YN-3-0NE 
C~ NAME: PREGN-4-EN-20-YN-3-0NE 17-HYDROXY (17 ALPHA> CAS NUMBER: 434- 03-7 ' • 
MERCK INDEX NO (10 EO> : 3689 
STERALOI DS NUMBER: A 6100 
MOLECULAR FORnULE: C21H2802 
1-lOLECULAR WEIGHT: 312.4 
MELTING POINT: 269-2/5 
SAMPLE TECHNIVUE~ MCRO -KBR 
SA~PLE OUANTITY: 1 MG I 100 MG KBR 
COMMERCIAL NAME~ PROGESTORAL ,PRANIJNE,GESTORAL 
MANUFACTURER: SIGMn 
nANUFACTURER REFERENCE~ E-1001 
CHARGE NUMBER: 92F-0630 
FLS: HOR4?032 
PEAf{ TABLE FILE : HOR42032 
59 F'EAKS . 
SENSITIVITY: 90 
WIDTH CM-1 NO. WAVE-NO. REL . INTENSITY 
t 432.031 6 .1 4 8 
2 451 .318 3 .17 '} 
3 467.712 3 . 38 9 
4 488.928 5.'19 8 
5 519 . 788 7.20 8 
6 570.898 7.28 10 
7 596.936 11.61 14 
8 621 . 0't5 '1 . 80 18 
9 665.405 7.96 13 
10 679 . 871 9 .89 9 
11 697.229 16 . 54 17 
12 724 . 23 1 23.40 13 
13 784.021 4 . 83 6 
14 835 .132 3.77 5 
15 868.884 18 . 6 5 
16 877 . 563 6.6 8 
17 921. 924 6.67 10 
18 948 . 926 10. 74 6 
19 958.569 6.43 6 
20 '768. 213 6 . 49 'I 
21 99 1. 357 4.64 9 
22 1001.001 4 . 26 15 
23 1023 . 181 10.70 19 
24 1059 . 827 42 . 21 9 
25 1068.506 30.12 8 
'6 1081 . 01t2 10 . 25 8 
27 1105.151 6 . 4 10 
28 11 25 .403 21.81 9 
29 1151. 440 10.56 8 
30 1161.084 6. 10 10 
31 1190 . 979 19.58 10 
32 1232 . 446 27 . 28 9 
33 1252.698 5 . 71 6 
34 1274. 878 7.57 14 
35 1288.379 15 . 13 13 
36 1297.058 13.45 8 
3 7 1330 . 811 15.48 9 
38 1361.670 15. 26 34 
39 1382.886 21.92 23 
40 1417.603 16.16 10 
ltl 1430.139 16.22 6 
42 1446. 533 12 .44 1'' .:. 
43 1455. 212 10 . 48 t4 
44 1472 . 571 10.78 10 
45 1612.402 21.25 16 
46 1658 . 6'11 100.0 25 
47 2103 . 259 2 .1 7 11 
48 2823 . 633 14.24 12 
49 28 48. 706 22 . 40 8 
50 2855 . 457 2 1. 30 20 
51 2867 . 993 19 . 90 15 
52 2885 . 352 19 . 45 13 
53 2907. 532 32.8 13 
54 29 21. 033 44 . 24 10 
55 2934.534 42. 70 17 
56 2954 . 785 29 . 28 12 
57 2976 . 00 1 28 . 61 14 
58 3260. 486 76. 1 11 









c c c ~-c ~ c 
/'\.I/ "-
c c c 
I I / 
C C C C-C 
/'\.I/ ' / 














21rJillrJ ISI.JirJ 101rJirJ 
WAVENUMBERS CM-1 
COMPOUND NAME: 17 BETA-TRENBOLONE 
SYSTEMATIC NAME: 17 BETA-HYDROXYESTRA-4,9,11-TRIEN-3-0NE 
CA NAME: ESTRA-4,9,11-TRIEN-3 ONE, 17-HYDROXY- ,<17 BETA> 
CAS NUMBER; 10161-33-8 
MERCK INDEX NO (10 EO>: 9402 
STERALOlOS NUMBER: -
MOLECULAR fORMULE: C18H2202 
MOLECULAR WEIGHla 270.38 
MELTING POINT: 186 
SAMPLE TECHNIQUE: MACRO-KBR 
SAMPLE OUANTITY; 1 MG I 100 MG KBR 
COMMERCIAL NAME: TRIENBOLDNE, TRIENDLUNE 
MANUFACTURER: ROUSSEL UCLAF 
MANUFACTURER REFERENCE: 3E 0657 
~HARGE NUMBER: -
FLS: HOR42023 
PEMC lABLE FILE . HOR't2023 . 
/. ') ~ ": ... F'EM(S. 
SEN!H T IVl TY: 90 
ND. WAVE-t·W. REL. INTEI~SïTY 





''· 4 lt 672.156 9.78 
.... 
J '727.12'· 3. 3~:i 









/ 783.057 10./0 ~~1 
B El36. 0'?6 '•. 62 ')t: •• .. \.oJ 
<t 86?.920 6.96 18 
10 91i.3i6 '··2() 9 
.ll 953.'7/18 ::i. 7 (t 20 
1 ',) 
..... <169.1.77 '•. 19 13 
.l.3 994.2:i0 11).3() '.)') .... 
1't 1.017.395 12.57 13 
1~ 1 0't2. 468 '1 -11': • I .. J 29 
J.6 1.054.041 16.70 8 
.l/ 10'7~.236 :W.90 :1.2 
18 1.101.294 25.'t6 11 
19 1125 .'tO :~ 6.49 J. 3 
20 11~'itl.1.'i1 El.70 1.5 
21 11<J8.694 14.60 14 
r) ') 
.· ... ,;.. 1.225.6<16 ::~5. 26 2/t 
23 .l~50.76<f 1:5.10 14 
:~4 1267.16:5 16.31 lb 
') t.' 
.:..J 1288.379 17.32 l.l 
26 1322.131 1!). 1 30 
2/ 1346.240 15.51 16 
~~8 i352. 11<J1 15.31 12 
29 137<1.028 1't.'t8 27 
30 11t37. 854 1.4.'17 29 
31 1469.678 7.60 1!':i 
32 1569.006 53.43 :l.lt 
3J 1639.404 100.0 27 
34 1703.052 4.89 '77 
3::i 1736.804 4.48 41 
36 2866.064 23.42 '•4 
37 2950.<128 2:LB4 6:5 
38 2965.393 23.23 :.~7 
3<J 306-'t. 722 ~) . ,, ,, 30 
'•0 3353.064 ~FJ. 6 Y:i 
'tl 3/89.917 .l • 91 280 








c I b ~ ' / ' c c 
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351HJ 251HJ 2r.Jr.Jr.J lSr.Jr.J 5r.Jr.J 
VAVENUMBERS CM-l 
COMPOUND NAME4 TRENBOLONE 17 ALPHA 
SYSTEMATlC NAME: 17 ALPHA - HYDROXYESTRA-4,9,11-TRIEN-3- 0NE 
CA NAME: ESTRA-4,9,11-TRIEN-3 ONE, 17- HYDROXY-,(17 ALPHA> 
CAS NUMBER: 80657-17-6 
MOLECULAR FORMULE: C18H2202 
110LECULAR WEIGHr: 270.4 
SAMPLE TECHNIQUE: MA~RO-KBR 
SflMPLE OUANT I TY: 1 HG I 100 f1G •{BR 
MA NUF r~CTURER: 
FLS: HOR42024 
F'EM{ TABLE FILE HOR't20 :~4 
45 PEAKS. 
SENSITIVIT'n '10 
tW. WAVE- NO. RE.l • INTENSilY 
1 !545. 82:'-j 8 ~~~~ . ~ .... 
::! 567.041 8.EI6 
J 605.615 11.91 
( 4 6~3.833 6 ') .... 
5 688.550 9. ;!a 
6 702.051 7. 173 
7 761.841 12.60 
8 79ft. 629 17.3 ' 
9 852.490 18.64 
10 879.492 4. 317 
11 900 . 708 8.81 
12 '737. 354 16.68 
13 962. 't2l 12.32 
14 973.999 11.38 
1 ~:.· 
,J 987 . :::;oo 9.79 
16 1010.645 21.88 
17 1028.003 24.31 
18 1045.361 10.33 
.L 9 1087.?93 30./7 
20 1126.367 13.12 
21 1149. 512 20.16 
· :~2 1182.300 1.6.97 
23 1197 .729 26.69 
24 1228.589 26 . 20 
•') ~:.• 
.:..;.} 1240 . 161 26.61 
26 1259.448 16.28 
27 1278.735 25 . 2"1 
28 13017.595 23.30 
29 1321.167 18.21 
30 1336. 5'77 14.9;~ 
31 1346. 240 21.33 
32 13611.385 20.45 
33 1377.100 16.15 
34 1390.601 20.25 
35 1434.961 21.55 
36 1450. 31J1 15.51 
37 1469.678 11.8 
38 1502.'t66 6.78 
39 1577.686 66.98 
40 1643.262 100.0 
41 171 2 .695 5.90 
42 2875.708 33.76 
43 2937.427 32. 54 
44 3026.147 7.83 































































11J . I1J 
411JI1J111 2~~~ 15~~ 50111 
WAVENUMBERS CM-1 





35(,J(,J 2511111 2a111a 1S(,Ja 
WAVENUMBERS CH-1 
COMPOUND NAME: TRENBOLONE ACETA't'E 
SYSTEI1AT 1 C UAI1E ~ 17 BETA ACETOXY -3-0XOESTRA·-4, 9, 11-TRIENE 
CA NAME~ ESTRA-4,9,11-1RIEN-3-0NE,l7- <ACETYLOXY>-
CAS UUMBER; 10161-34-9 
MOLECULAR FORMULE; C20H2403 
rlDLECULf'IR WEIGHT: 312 
MELTING POINT~ 96-97 
SAMF'LE TECHN IQIJE ~ MACRO-~{BR 
SAMPLE OIJANT I T'(: .l l'lG I 100 rlG HBR 
COf'IMERCIAL NAME: FINAF'LIX 
t·lANUFACTURER; 
F l S : HIJ f~ 4 2 1 0 2 
MERCK INDEX NO (10 ED>:9402 
P E M{ T MHJ:: F I L. E : HOf~ '• 21 0 2 
2:1. F'f.M{S. 
SHWITilJil Y: '70 
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401iHJ 351.JI.J 251HJ 201.JI.J 1500 II.JI.JI.J 
WAYENUMBERS CM-1 
COMPOUND NAME: PROGESTERONE 
SYSTEMATIC NMH::: DELTA 4-PREGNEt~E-3 , 20 -DIOI~E 
CA NAME: PREGN-4 -ENE- 3,20- 0lONE 
CAS NUMBE~: 57-83-0 
MERCK INDEX NO <10 ED> : 7678 
STERALOlOS NUMBER: Q 2600 
riOLECULAR FORMULE: C21 H3002 
HOLECULAR WEIGHT: 314.5 
MELTING POINT: 127- 131 
SMlPLE TECHNHlUE ~ 11ACR0-~{P..R 
SAMPL~ OUANTITY: 1 MG I 100 MG KBR 
MANUFACTURER~ SIGMA 
MANUFACTUR ER REFERENCE: P-0130 
CHARGE NUMBER: 13F- 0838 
FLS: HOR42017 
PEAK TABU: FILE : HOR420J.i' 
45 F'EAKS. 
SEtlSHIVIH; 90 
tlO. WAVE-NO. REL . Illl EUSil Y 
1 418.530 1. 70 
2 453.247 3.87 
:5 513.037 ~ . 4'/ 
4 539 .07~ 3 . 63 
c.· 
...J ~70 .1398 5 .18 
6 :iY4.043 11.61 
7 616.22:5 6 .5 
8 61:!6 . 621 8 . 97 
9 709 .i'66 ,.. C'"') ..J • ...J.:.. 
,,, i 't6.4i1 5.1 1 
11 T/8 . 23~ i' . 56 
12 870 . 813 . '27 .'13 
1:5 8'n . 99:5 Y. 78 
14 'i13 . 245 8 . 47 
15 947 . 961 17.92 
16 S'82.6i'9 8 . 6 
17 111~.75'1 1 4 . 7~ 
i8 1146.619 15.10 
l Y 1162.048 2't.ói' 
20 11 /'8 . 442 1 7 . ~4 
21 1193.872 21.1 
'l'l 1204.480 27 . /'U 
..,;:".:., 
23 1~Li' . 6~~~ 26 .34 
24 123/'.'268 2L .80 
25 1:268 .127 l't.i'4 
16 1278 . 735 17 . 86 
I !7 1288 . 37Y 1:5 .'t9 
28 13:!7.'117 18.87 
2Y 1357 . 812 35 . 3'1 
30 1385 . 779 22 . '20 
31 1419.~i31 17 . 75 
32 1438.818 '2:3 . 22 
.13 1447 . 1,98 19 . 40 
34 1457.141 17 .1 6 
3:> 14/2 . 571 1~. 1 8 
36 1616 . 26() :55 . ::!5 
37 11162 . 541/ 100 .0 
38 16'19 .194 Y0 . 6 i 
3Y 2850.635 33 . 8 1 
40 '2'/05 .603 34 . 7 
ftl 2924 .890 !t4. 42 
42 2942 . '249 43.32 
t,:$ 2951.139 ::.! ''1 ,1,6 
44 2968.286 30.66 





































































3503 2501! 233r.J 1 5r.Jr.J 
WAVENUHBERS CH-1 
COMPOUND NA11E ~ MEDROXYF'ROGESTERONE 
SYSTEMAliC NAME~ 17-HYDROXY-6-METHYL-PREGN·-4~ENE-3,20-DIONE 
CA NAME~ PREGN-4-ENE-3,20-DIONE,17 HYDROXY-6-METHYL-,<6 ALPHA> 
CAS NUMBER~ 520-85-4 
MERCK INDEX NO (10 ED>~ 5614 
STERALOlOS NUMBER~ Q 3020 
MOLECULAR FORMULE: C22HJ20J 
llOLECULAR WEIGHT: 344.5 
MELfiNG POINT: 220-223.5 
SAnPLE TECHNIQUE: MACRO-KBR 
SAMPLE QUANTITY: 1 MG I 100 MG KBR 
MANUFACTURER: SIGMA 
HANUFACTURER REFERENCE: M-6013 
CHARGE NUMBER: 63F-7810 
FLS: HOR42018 
PEAK TABLE FILF. : HOF<42018 
4Y PEAKS. r· "ISITIVITY: 90 
.cO. lolAVE -NO. RE.L. IIHENSITY 
1 459.033 3.6~ 
2 515.930 7.58 
3 56R.970 '•. 7 
4 596 .936 1:.:!.67 
~ 687 .583 7 . 7 
6 '/44.482 1.:52 
i' '/80.164 1 ,118 
8 816.&09 2.0 
y 870.813 1i' . 73 
10 &94.922 &.51 
11 906 . 494 :::i.'lJ 
12 916.138 10.53 
13 93ti.42::i 7 .'t4 
14 Ylc9.Y26 9.7 
1::i 960.498 6.3::i 
16 983.643 6 .1 
17 1009.680 6.6::i 
18 1019.:524 6.21 
1',1 105~.1}61} ::i.3:.:! 
20 1074.:.:!92 9 .88 
21 1092.61~ 1:.:!.86 
22 1122.510 16 . :58 
23 1136.011 y ':> '.1 
" 4 1196.157 17.44 
, . 
• ..J 1201.587 13.22 
:.:!6 1215.098 13.4~ 
27 1:233 .'dl 2::! .::iJ 
:.:!8 121t7 .876 1~ .13 
:2'1 1271.021 23.47 
30 1294.165 14.75 
31 1303.80'1 1:.:! . S'l 
:5~ 1329.846 12.24 
33 1349.133 24 .4::i 
:34 1314.:.:!07 l't. :.:!5 
J~ 138'• . 81't l't. 93 
36 1419.531 12.35 
31 1448.'.6:.:! 1ï . 71 
:58 160:..!. '/5'} 32.16 
3'1 1663.513 93.:.:! 
40 1696.301 100.0 
'd :.:!82:>.~6:.:! 1:.:!.87 
42 2862.20i' :.:!2.84 
113 290'1 .63'1 20 .'18 
44 :.:!923.926 40 ·'•1 
45 29'd .070 'J1. 77 
46 2956 .714 36 . 36 
41 :2976.'16'J 27.24 
4H :504:0 ·'·35 4 •. I ,.,J'i 
~~-~ J!t94 .824 22 • .1.6 
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351J0 30GJIJ 2509 2000 1500 SGJr.J 
WAVENUHBERS CM-1 
CIJMF'OUND NAMt: MEDROXYPROGESTERONE-f'ICETf'l I'E 39 
SYSTE1·1A TIC NA1'1E ~ 17 ALPHA-ACETOXY -6 ALF'HA-1·1ETHYLF'ROGESTERDNE 
Cf'l NAME: PREGN-4-ENt:-3,20-DIONE,17CA~t:TYLOXY) -6-METHYL-6ALPHA 
CAS NUMBER: ïl-58-9 
MERCK INDEX Nü (10 ED): 5614 
STERALOlOS NUMBER: Q 3021 
MOLECULAR FORMULE: C24H340~ 
MOLECULAR UEIGHT~ 386.5 
MELTING POINT: 207-209 
SAMPLE TECHNIOUE: MACRO-KBR 
Sf'IMPLE nUANTITY: 1 MG I 100 MG KBR COMMERCIAL NAME~ CURRElAB, DEPORONE, Ft-IRLUTAL, GESTt!PURAN, LUTORAL., NIDAXIt~ 
MANUFACTURER: SIGMA 
11ANUFACTURER REFERENCE; "·-1629 
CHARGE NUMBER: 102F-02A7 
FLS; HOfUt20 19 
PEAK T fiBLE. FILE . HOR42019 . 
42 PEAKS. 
SENSITIVITY: 90 
NO. WAVE-NO. RE.L. HHENSITY WIDTH Cl~-1 
1 418.~30 ~.4::) 8 
? 
·-
486.035 J.70 14 
3 520.73:l :l.l6 T~ 
'• 5!)7.3'17 3.19 32 r: 
.J 5'10.186 r: C" '> .Jo..J.:.. 21 
6 615.2~j 1/ 7.56 'I 
7 698.193 6.14 20 
El 738.696 4.~5 1.0 
9 817.77~ J.56 B'l 
10 871.777 10.79 1.3 
11 88ï.207 6 C" ' ) .. ~ ... 1 ') .:. 
12 '122.888 5.68 JO 
lJ 9 1t0.2Aï 7.96 11 
14 1165. J20 16.36 19 
l:::i .LO:l2.21ï 1 L. ''3 36 
16 1055.'16'1 13.L4 L1 
17 1080.078 12.58 1"7 
18 1120.581 11.49 19 
1'1 11~)1. 440 9.89 1~ 
20 1187.122 i5.1i 26 
21 121.l. 230 13.18 14 
2;! l23~.J/5 20 .ft i 28 
2~ 1252.698 5ï.26 1 ~~ 
24 1.261.377 58.~7 12 
2!) 1272.949 28.6L 1'.> ....... 
26 12'!9.951 1::!.~4 11 
27 1331./"l~ 9.3~ lL 
28 1364.:i6J 2'1.0 ::!1 
2'1 1392.52)> 13.19 10 
30 1.412./81 10 .'ti 16 
."51 .L440. 74"7 1L.79 t, :i 
32 1't61.'1b3 14.7 17 
33 1607.381 21. 7:-! 1:l 
34 1673.157 83.34 llt 
3::) .L 716. 5~'5~~ J'> r.:·~=.-._. ,JJ :L/ 
3 6 1.731. 1)82 100.0 1.2 
3ï 2842.920 14.2 1:L 
38 L861i. 922 l8.'t7 21 
3'1 2910.42:::i 2~.20 2~ 
't0 2'l4A. 035 36.46 26 
'd 2987.57~ .L4.9~ 17 
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35(.JI.J 25\J(.J 21309 1500 1000 
WAVENUMBERS CM-1 
40 
COMPOUND NAME: MEGESTROL ACElATE 
SYSl'EMATIC NAME~ 17-HYDROXY-6-ME.IHYLPREGNA-4,6-DIENE-3,20-DIONE ACElATE 
CA NA11E' PREGNA-4,6-DIENE-3,~0-DIUNE,17- <ACETYLOXY >-6-METHYL 
CAS NUMBER; 595-33-5 
MERCK INDEX NO (10 ED>' 5623 
I'IIJLECULAR FllRtlULE~ C24H3204 
MOLECULAR WEIGHT; 384.5 
MELTING POINT~ 214-216 
SAMPLE TECHNIQUE; MACRO-KBR 
SAMPLE QUANTITY: 1 MG I 100 HG KBR 
COMMERCIAL NAME: MEGACE,MEGESTAT,NIAGESTIN,OVABAN 
MAHUFACTURER; SIGMA 
MANUFACfURER REFERENCE: M-0513 
CHARGE NUMBER' 21F- 0136 
FLS: HOR42030 
F'EAK TABLE FILE : HOR42030 
l PEAf{S. ~~NSITIVITY: 90 
NO. WAVE-NO. REL. UHENSITY WIDTH CM- 1 
1 414.673 5.20 6 
2 453 •. 247 1.56 7 
3 484.106 9.2 13 
4 516.895 1.80 18 
"' ..J 558.362 3.59 6 
6 572 .827 7 .8 8 
7 589.221 4. 70 14 
8 608.508 9 .32 7 
9 635.510 3.43 8 
10 676.978 3.92 6 
11 713 .623 4.56 15 
12 756.055 4.54 7 
13 797.522 2. 89 22 
14 877.563 34.11 7 
15 895.886 6.64 9 
16 919.031 6.12 11 
17 941.211 12. 70 11 
18 963.391 28.43 14 
19 1014.502 16 .44 18 
20 1027.039 14.27 10 
21 1042.468 15.76 15 
22 1058.862 17 . 59 10 
:;?3 1074 . 292 11.50 14 
24 1082.971 14.89 10 
25 1109.009 18.58 10 
26 1127.332 21.3 11 
27 1142.761 18.84 12 
28 1166.870 13.95 12 
29 1179.407 9.59 18 
30 1206.409 25 .24 31 
31 1223 . 767 32.16 10 
32 1232.446 31.95 14 
33 1246.912 72. 7 11 
34 1260 .413 88.4 13 
35 1269.092 56 .45 17 
36 1306.702 8 .64 11 
37 1319.238 14. 33 14 
38 1327.917 12.54 12 
39 1365.527 44 .12 19 
40 1389.636 23 . 53 11 
41 1422.424 13.72 14 
42 1447.498 22.68 34 
43 .1460.034 22.22 29 
44 1584.436 25.19 15 
45 1628.796 41.38 10 
46 1664.478 85.27 19 
47 1709.802 59.43 9 
48 1731.0113 100 . 0 16 
49 28't6. 777 l't. 73 12 
50 2871.851 17.87 29 
51 2894 .995 18.69 24 
52 2'146 .1 06 29.93 76 
53 2965 .393 32.4 44 
54 3lt47.571 3. 16 170 
2.~ 
1.6 
I . 6 
t.d. 
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CUfolF'OUNO NAME; l·lE.LEHGE!HROL ~CET fi TE SYSTEMATIC NAME~ 17 ~LPHA-ACETOXY -6-METHYL-16-METHYI_ENE 4,6-PREGNAOIENE-
Cf'l NAME~ F'REGNA- 4, 6-·D I ENE -3, 20-·0 I ONE, 1/- < f'ICETYLOX l) -6-:.: 
: METHYL-16-METHYLENE- ·3,20-DlONI 
CAS NUMBER: 2919-66-6 
MERCK INDEX NO <10 EO) : 5636 
rlDL.ECULAR FORMULE: C25H~2011 
MOLECULI~R WEIGHT: 396 
HELTING POINT: 224-226 
SAIWLC TECHN I UUE: l'tACRO - -~~BR 
SAMf'LE OU ANTI TY: 1 f"IG I 10 r·lG ~~BR 
MANUFA~TURER: UPJOHN 
MANUFACTURER REFERENCE: 245112 
CHARGE tWf·H?. ER: 332UW <ETHER EXTR~CTED) 
FLS~ HUR42103 
PEAK fABLE FILE : HOR42103 
54 PEAKS. 
SENSITIVI rY: 90 
NO. W~VE-NO. 














































































1 i. 77 
9.25 
6 . 69 
34 . 33 





23 .1 4 
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COMPOUND NAME: DIENESTRUL 
SYSTEMATIC NAME; 4,4'-(1,2- DIETHYLIDENE-1,2-ETHANEDIYL)BISPHENOL 
CA NAME; PHENDL,4,4' - <1,2- DIETHYLIDENE-1 ,2-ETHANEDIYL>BIS 
CAS NUMBER: 8~-17-3 
MERCK INDEX NO (10 ED>: 3085 
STERALOlOS NUMBER; D 300 
MOLECULAR FORMULE: C18H1802 
MOLECULAR WEIGHT: 266.3 
MELTING POINT: 227-228 
SAMPLE TECHNIOUE: MACRO - KBR 
SAMPLE QUANTITY: 1 MG I 100 MG KBR 
COMMERCIAL NAME; DIENOL, DINDVEX, RESTROL 
MANUFACTURER; SIGMA 
MANUFACTURER REFERENCE: D-3253 
CHARGE NUMBER: 37C- 0369 
F-LS: HOR42003 
PF.AK TABLE FILE : HOR42003 
53 PEAKS. 
SENSiriVITY: YO 
NO . WAVE-NO. Rt:L. INTENSITY WIDTH 
1 41'1.495 3.10 •) .:.. 
2 519.788 29 .91 i1 
J 549.683 7. 78 17 
4 620.081 ~2 . 8 e' ,J 
~ 649.011 1~.51 8 
6 720 . 37'• 11.36 11 
7 77~. 342 45.16 5 
8 816 . 809 26 . 15 iO 
y 826.4:33 34 . 95 12 
10 1:!3't.1 67 e L· L.:"C' CJ,J , ,JJ 10 
11 853. 45~ 5 1. 37 ::: 
12 935 . 676 7 . 3 15 
13 10 14. ::i02 11. 2 3 
llt 1030 .896 4.38 1'1 
1 ~ 11 02 . 258 28 . :.:! 7 
16 i1 70 . 728 53.40 8 
17 1205 . 444 100 . 0 19 
18 1246 . '1 12 ~6 . /2 14 
1'1 1286.450 7. 83 10 
20 1332 . 73 '1 60.79 9 
21 1348 .16'1 17 .66 17 
22 1426. 28 2 33. 60 10 
23 1437.141 7 . 95 8 
24 1509.216 83.99 !:! 
'")L• 
.:...J 1513.074 98 .31 8 
26 1539.111 4 . 21 6 
27 1558 .398 3 . 9'1 y 
29 1591.187 35.88 6 
2'1 1607 . 581 28 . 26 11 
30 161 9.1 53 18 .43 6 
31 163:3 . 547 3.85 4 
32 16:J2 . 905 6 .~8 3 
33 1684.729 3 . 3::i ') .:.. 
34 16'16. 301 2 . '16 2 
35 170•) .15'1 3 . 6 ::! 
36 1717.511 2 . 27 2 
37 1733.'111 2.30 3 
38 1751. 270 1.'15 6 
3'1 1772.485 2 .1 19 
40 i889.172 8.'t3 'I 
41 2442 . 712 J.Y 342 
42 2855.457 11.74 24 
43 2912 • .354 14 . 1'1 7'' .:.. 
44 3004.932 10 . 51 57 
4~ 3030.005 16.21 11 
46 3424.426 54 . 58 134 
47 3676.12:5 l. 75 y 
48 3688 . 660 1. 91 2 
4'1 3744.592 2 . 97 2 
50 3752 . 307 2.16 7 
~ 1 3801. 48'1 1. 87 ., .:.. 
52 3838 .1 35 1.98 26 
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2 "· 4r.Jf.Jfl 35fl(l 3r.Jf.Jil 2SQ'Q' 2001.J 15Q'(.J 
liAVENUM8ERS CM-1 
COMPOUND NAME: DIETHYLSTILBESTROL 
SYSTEMAT IC NAI~E ~ ( F. > -4, 4'- ( 1, 2-D I ETHYL -1, 2-ETHEND 1 YL > B.ISPHENOL 
CA NAME: PHENOL, 4, 4~ <1, ::!-DIETHYL-1, ::!-ETHENDI'fl > I:HS- ~E) 
CAS NUMBER: 56-53-1 
MERCK J.NDEX NO (10 EO>: 3115 
STERALOIDS NUMBER: 0 400 
MOLECULHR FORMULE: C18H2002 
MOLECULAR WEIGHT: 268.~ 
MELTING POINT: 169-172 
SAMPL~ TECHNIDUE: ~ACRO-KBR 
SHMPLE QUANTITY: 1 MG I 100 MG KBR 
COMMERCIAL NAME: DES, BUFON, DISTILBENE, SERRAL 
MANUFACTURER: INTERPHARM 
~ANUFACTURER REFERENCE~ P- 4186 
CHARGE NUMBER: PH EUR 7385~9 
FLS: HOR42001 
F'F.AK TABLE FILE . HOR4::!001 • 
42 PEM{S. 
Sf.NSI f!VITY: 90 
NO. WAVE- NO. HEL. INTENSITY 




3 :::i17.859 16.2::! 
'• 586.328 24.72 
·-J 646.118 17.36 
6 721.338 17.60 
7 736.76B :L:S. 14 
El 805.237 20.34 
y 831.274 (,~). 7 
10 850.562 32.21 
11 Y16.J.~8 ::!.24 
,• ..... 1.:.: 939. :·.182 2.71 
.L3 957.60:) 3.12 
j, 4 101i.609 t3.!) 
L ~· 
.;J 1077.185 7.3::! 
16 :1.094.543 <J.:LO 
17 1.Ll3. 831 22.12 
18 11'12.636 85.91 
19 . 1203. 5.l6 100.0 
20 1246. 1112 63.10 
21 1281.t.S28 16.28 
')'1 
~.:... 1336.597 34.El4 
23 13:')'•. 111 '1 1 r~ o:· t." . ;J. ;J,J 
24 i366.Lt92 i 1. Bit 
23 1427. :.?.lt6 38. 7~) 
26 1461.963 15.15 
'2.7 1514.03B 98.58 
28 15110.222 27.90 
29 1608. 54~5 3~.98 
30 1652. 90::j 5.26 
31 .Lï00.15(1 1. 90 
32 1772. '·85 1. 54 
33 .L890 • . l3 7 5. 8 .l 
3'• 2440.784 2 .. 7'2 
:3~) '2.855 . ,, ~j7 11.8:') 
36 2874.744 u •. '• ~j 
3/ 2915 . :~47 l't. 58 
~~ 8 2937. lt27 :~ 2 .. 0 
3'7 2976. 00.l !tl. 93 
40 3047.363 7 .67 
41 ~5424. 426 58.18 
42 3854.529 ,• "' ') 1 • ~I.:. 
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35GII 25G(,J 2GG(,J 150'G 
WAVENUHBERS CH-1 
COMPOUND NAME: HEXESTROL 
SYSTEMATIC NAME: 4,4~(1,2-DIETHYI_-1,2-ETHANEDIYL>BISPHENOL 
CA NAME: PHENOL, 4,4'-(l,~-DIETHYL- 1,2-ETHANEDIYL>BIS-CR.S) 
CAS NUMBER: 84-16-2 
MERCK INDEX NO (10 EO>: 4593 
STERALOlOS NUMBER: -
MOLECULAR FORnULE: C18H2202 
I10LECULAR WE IGH'J: 270.4 
MELTING POINT: 185-188 
SAMPLE TECHNIQUE: MACRO-KBR 
SAMPLE QUANTITY: 1 MG/ 100 MG KBR 
COMMERCIAL NA~E: CYCLOESTROL, SYNTHOVO 
MANUFACTURER: INC 
MANUFACTURER REFERENCE: 15529 
CHARGE NUMBER: 39959-A 
FLS: HOf<'•2002 
F'E::M( lABLE FILE HOR4~002 
38 F'EM{S. 
SENSITIVIT'f: 90 
NO. WAVE-NO. F<EL. INTENSITY 
1 510.144 1::.;. '13 
~~ 573.792 37.8 
3 646.118 15.62 
4 715.552 1'1.77 
r.-
.j '731. 946 13.8 
6 804.2'72 1'1.80 
7 830.310 39. 20 
B 846.704 '•2. 74 
'I 932.53~ 3.57 
iO 1012.573 7.84 
.L 1 1026.074 2.60 
12 1052.112 5.'1 
.L 3 1107.080 15.7~ 
1.'t 1173.621 El5 .lt3 
15 1~17.981 62.5 .L 
1.6 1244.9H3 41.65 
.L7 1298.987 9./7 
18 1334.668 18.35 
l't .L3::i1. 06~ 17.34 
20 1439.78:1 31.. 71 
~~ .L 1458.105 20.'70 
~!2 ).!)15.967 100.0 
2:'5 .L5:i9.:563 2. 71 
24 1597.937 29.36 
'')I::" 
.:. . ..J .L613.36'7 :·51. 24 
26 1652.'105 '•. 24 
2'7 1684.72'1 1.9~ 
28 1700.159 i. 72 
29 .L 733. 9 .L :L 1.41 
:~o :i 887. ~4/t 3.51. 
31 287~.81:-i 28.2~ 
~52 2917.175 31. i't 
33 293~.605 :14.10 
34 2'156.714 :; '• . :; 
3~5 3039. 6't8 1~.62 
36 3378.137 ,,6.).0 
:-:s/ 3744. 3'1:·! .L. 53 
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25"11 2~~~ 15~0 
WAVENUHBERS CM - 1 
COMPOUND NAME: DIENESTROL- DIACETAlE 
SYSTEMAl'IC NAME: 4,4'-(1,2-0IEfHYLOIENE-1,2-ETHANEDIYL>BISACETATE 
CA NAME: 4,4'-<1,2-DIETHYLIDENE-1,2-ETHANEDIYL>BIS-DIACETATE 
CAS NUMBER: 84-19-5 
MERCK INDEX NO (10 EO>: 3085 
noLECULAR FORMULE~ C22H2204 
MOLECULAR WEIGH'f: 350.4 
nELTING POINT~ 119-120 
SAMPLE TECHNIQUE: MACRO-KBR 
SAMPLE QUANT I T Y: 1 1·1G I 100 MG •mH 
COMMERCIAL NAME: FARMACYROL,LXPAMONE,R~TALON 
MANUFACTURER~ SIGMA 
MANUFACTURER REFERENCE: D 3378 
CHARGE NUMBER: Y6B - 0400 
FLS: HOR42005 
~·EAH TABLE FILE . HOR42005 . 
32 f'EAKS. 
SEIHHl'IVIlY: 90 
NO. WtsVE-NO. REL. INTENSITY 
1 471.570 ~.::;o 
2 515.930 10.57 
3 553.~40 2.81 
'• 594.043 4. ~)5 
.:.· 
,J 643.225 2 .. 1 
6 678. 1106 15.30 
7 716.516 2.53 
8 '/98. '·86 ~. ~!6 
9 807.166 8 t!'C" • .J'-J 
10 822.595 7.77 
11 865.027 1Y.70 
12 Y1.0.352 40 .'t7 
.l~ 947.96.l 6. 5.l 
14 1019.324 19.29 
15 1043. '·3~ C.' '1 c.· .,J. ,:..,J 
16 1099.365 8.32 
17 .ll6~ . 977 21.8Y 
18 1195.801 100.0 
lY 1217. 98.l ?:::i" 93 
20 i2Y'7. '151 4.33 
2.l 1..537. ~i6 .l '7.61 
'') '1 
··-.:... i368.420 i 9. ~:i6 
23 1402.1/3 5 .. !34 
24 1443.640 7. '•9 
25 .l503. ' ·30 23 .8B 
26 1599.866 7. '•B 
27 1757.0~6 6 ·4. 60 
28 1817.1310 3.36 
2Y 2859.~ .l4 3.:36 
30 21719. 104 4.97 
3:l 2976.96'.) ~. ~5ft 
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4000 3500 3000 
3500 
45 
FLS r: HQR42005 
2500 2000 1500 1000 51:ll0 
ltAVENUMBERS CM-1 
AFA=HOR42005 
2500 2000 1500 1000 51:ll0 
ltAVENUMBERS CM - 1 
COMPOUND NAME; DIETHYLSTILBESTROL ·DIPROPIONATE 
SYSTEMATIC NAME: ALPHA,ALPHA' DIETHYL 4,4'-STILBENEDIOL DIPROPIONYL ESTER 
CA NAME: PHENOL,4,4'-<1,2 -DIETHYL- 1,2 ETHENEDIYL) BIS-,DIPROPIONATE<E> 
CAS NUMBER: 130-80-3 
MERCK INDEX NO (10 EO); 3116 
STERALOlOS NUMBER; D-500 
MOLECULAR FORMULE: C24H2804 
MOLECULAR WEIGHT; 380.5 
MELTING POIN'f: 104-104.!) 
SAMPLE TECHNIQUE' MACRO-KBR 
SAMPLE QUANTITY: 1 MG I 100 MG KBR 
COMMERCIAL NAME: CLINES'fROL,CYREN B, DIBESTIL,ESTILBEN,EUVESTIN,ORESTOL 
MANUFACTURER: SIGMA 
MANUFACTURER REFERENCE~ D-3881 
CHARGE NIJMBER; 62F-0239 
FLS: HüR4::!004 
~EAK TABLE FILE . HOR42004 . 3 PEAKS. 
SENSITIVITY: YO 
· NO. WAVI:::-NO. REL. IIHENS ITY WIDTH Cl1-1 
1 513.037 2.74 8 
2 533.::!89 3.2'7 20 
3 586.328 3.86 10 
4 668.::!98 1. 48 6 
r.· 
..J 813.916 11.50 14 
6 824. ~;~4 5.52 ilt 
7 838.02~ 8.53 7 
8 B5~.3B3 '•. 78 10 
9 894.922 21.90 7 
10 943.140 3.48 4 
11 1019.3::!4 14.411 C' ..J 
12 1076. ::!:~1 16.75 9 
13 1095.308 8.53 10 
14 1115.759 8.87 14 
13 1157 .227 100.0 18 
16 1210.::!66 64.34 13 
17 1233.411 1::!.43 12 
18 1286 ·'·50 '•. 54 12 
19 1362.634 '1 r: '1') .:..,.J • .:..,:.. 17 
20 1418.567 7.47 12 
21 • 1459.070 12.75 9 
22 1504.395 34.48 7 
23 .L603.723 6.4'7 8 
24 1754.163 53.40 12 
~!:i 1'762.842 5!).80 10 
26 1895.<t23 1. 58 13 
27 2362.671 1.34 48 
28 2855.4S7 4.43 15 
29 2872.81:::i /.71 14 
30 2935. '•'~8 13.36 t8 
31 2<16J. 46'• 17.8 14 
~~2 2117~.072 18.38 17 
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WAVENUHBERS CH-1 
COMPOUND NAME: ZERANOL 4? 
S Y ST E 11 AT 1 C NAME ; 3 , 4 , 5 , 6 , 7 , B , 9 , 1 0 , 11 , 12-DEC AH Y DI~ 0 ·-7 , 14 , 16-
TRIHYDROXY-3-METHYL-1H-2-BENZOXACYCLOTETRADECIN-1 - 0NE 
CA NAME; JH-2-BENZOXACYCLOTETRADECIN-1-0NE,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,12-
0ECAHYOR0-/,14,16-TRIHYDROXY- J-METHYL 
CAS NUMBER~ 5~331-29-8 
MERCK INDEX NO (10 ED>: 9923 
MOLECULAR FORHULE~ C18H2605 
MOLECULAR WEIGH·r: 322.41 
MELTING POINT~ 146-148 AND 178- 180 
SAMPLE TECHNI(]UE: MACRO-HBR 
SAMPLE QUANTITY: 1 MG I 100 MG HBR 
COMMERCIAL NAME: RALGRO,RALABOL,RALONE,ZERANO 




F'EM{ TABLE FILE . HOR42025 . 
39 PEM{S. 
SENSITIVITY; 90 
NO. WAVE- NO. HEL. ItHENSITY 
1 488.928 5.35 
2 537.146 11.43 
3 588.257 2.85 
4 622.009 5.60 
5 648.047 3.7 
6 718.445 "7.33 
7 732.910 5.52 
8 764.734 7.26 
9 811.023 11.42 
10 839.954 1~i.91 
11 903.601 6.38 
12 1138.318 2. ~j7 
13 960.498 5.71 
14 '189. 429 24.6 
1 1::' 
. ..J 1020.288 9."75 
16 1.075.256 1""1 rl I • •· .. 
17 1.096.472 40. ~59 
H1 1.136.975 12.62 
19 1166.870 41.87 
20 1.1.99.6~)8 36 .. 80 
21 1259.448 100.0 
2~~ 1310.5511 57.72 
2~5 1:"552. 991 31."73 
2'• 1380.957 21.40 
25 1463.892 31.38 
26 1556.4?0 9.19 
27 1587.329 43.9 
28 16l!:"i.295 54.l8 
29 :L 6't4. 226 69.57 
30 1.686.658 6.33 
31 1703.052 4.73 
32 1.720 .'dO 3.51 
33 1736.804 1.68 
34 28~;7. 385 23. 62 . 
35 29't5. 142 '•'t.17 
3ó 31l1'r. 1. 24 ~~4 .. :~3 
37 31ttS3. 000 '11. rvl ~ t ...... ~o·-
38 38't 7 .l7El 2.26 
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WAVENUMBERS CM-1 
COMPOUND NAME~ CURTICOSTERONE 
SYSTEMATIC NAME: 11 BETA,2l-DIHYDROXYPREGN-4-ENE- J,20- DIONE 
CA NAME: PREGN-4-ENE-3,20-0IONE,11,21 DIHYDRUXY-,<11 BETA> 
CAS NUMBER: 50-22-6 
MERCK INDEX NO (10 EO>: 2509 
STERALOlOS NUMBER: Q 1550 
MOLECULAR FORMULE: C21H3004 
MOLECULAR WEIGHT: 3-46.4 
MELl'lNG POrtn ~ 180-182 
SAMPLE TECHNIQUE: MACRO-KBR 
SAMPLE LlUANlllY: 1 lW I 100 MG Kl?·R 
rlANUFACTURER: SIGr-lA 
MANUFACTURER REFERENCE: C-2505 
CHARGE NUMBER: 49C- 0372 
f LS ~ HDR't2026 
PEM TABLE FILE : HOR42026 
49 F'EM{S . 
SEIISITIVITY: 90 
( '10. WAVE-lW. REL. INTEIISITY 
1 416.602 5.75 
2 455 .176 4.22 
3 467.712 4 .34 
4 504.358 6.57 . 
5 573.792 4.90 
6 636.475 4.2 
7 696.265 3.47 
8 732. 910 2 .95 
9 779.199 4.29 
10 802.344 1. 91 
11 857.312 5 .16 
12 874.670 14.91 
13 907.458 9.93 
14 950.954 11.81 
15 996 .179 9.48 
16 1002.930 9.16 
17 1019.324 8.33 
Hl 1036.682 20 . 29 
19 1047.290 13. 23 
20 1063.684 25.49 
21 1075.256 31.78 
22 11 20 .581 7 . 62 
23 1159.155 13.90 
24 1186.157 17 . 5 1 
"?5 1203.516 11.51 
26 1219.910 10.9 
27 1239.197 18.98 
28 1248.840 20 .54 
29 1269.092 26.91 
30 1318.274 11.66 
31 1334.668 12 . 28 
32 1344.31 2 14.15 
33 1359.7't1 .t4 .13 
34 13'10.601 1't.82 
35 1412.781 14. 23 
36 1433.032 12.93 
37 1446.533 15.15 
38 1480.286 5.92 
39 1618.188 24 .10 
40 1648.083 100.0 
41 1694.373 55.7 
42 2847.742 15.79 
43 2887.280 23 .63 
44 2919.104 34 .90 
45 2939.355 23 .63 
46 2958.643 25 .47 
47 3003.003 5.29 
48 3428.284 34.37 
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3530 2590 2030 150~ 5011 
ltAVENUMBERS CM-1 
COMPOUND NAME: HYDROCORTISONE 
SYSTEMATIC NAME: 11 BETA,17,21-TRIHYDROXYPREGN-4-ENE-3,20-DIONE 
CA NAME: PREGN-4-ENE-J,20-DIONE,11,17,21-TRIHYDROXY-,<11 BETA> 
CAS NUMBER: 50-23-7 
MERCK INDEX NO (10 EO): 4689 
STERALOIDS NUMBER: Q 3880 
MOLECULAR FORnULE: C21H3005 
MOLECULAR UEIGHT: 362.5 
MELTING POINT: 217-220 AND 212-213 
SAMPLE TECHNIQUE: MACRO-KBR 
49 
SAMPLE QUANTITY: 1 AG I 100 MO K~R · .. 
COMMERCIAL NAME: CORTISOL, ALA- CORT, CLEITON, CREMESONE, COeADEX, CORT DOME 
MANUFACTURER: SIGMA 
MANUFACTURER REFERENCE: H-4001 
CHARGE NUMBER: 102F-0652 
FLS: HOR42027 
f'EM{ TAf!.LE FILE . HOR42027 . 
44 F'EAKS. 
SENSITIVITY: 90 
NO. WAVE-NO. REL. I~HENSITY WIDTH CM-1 
1 462.891 6.93 12 
2 500.500 17.52 16 
3 526.538 10.22 15 
4 561.255 12.69 75 
5 602.722 10.93 29 
6 648.047 11. .. 97 14 
7 700.122 3.99 10 
8 745.'t47 ~~;. 12 l ':> .... 
9 781.128 6.31 18 
10 831.274 :1..22 8 
11 865.027 20.54 9 
12 891.064 14.15 11 
13 899.744 20.50 9 
14 1717.1.02 9.64 24 
15 942.:1.75 15. 13 20 
16 966.284 6.8 14 
17 985.571 7 .. 24 11 
Hl 1005.823 l't. :1.7 10 
19 1031.860 20 .. 70 40 
20 1047.290 27.4 1'=' ,J 
21 1057.898 25" '·6 14 
'1 '1 
,;...,:... 1096.472 20.8'• 20 
23 111't. 795 26.80 32 
24 1133.118 23.0 12 
'")C" 
_._\J 1165.906 9.59 29 
., J. 
,!.IJ 1201.5!37 :J.ï'. 79 1.9 
27 1237.268 28 ~80 19 
28 1271.021 :~4.55 · 35 
29 1322.131 17.43 20 
30 1348.169 21..8 30 
31 1391.565 20.11 21 
3':> 
·-
1413. 745 :1.7. 817 45 
33 1432.068 25 .64 :tB 
34 1453. 28'· 20.68 3~) 
35 1610.'·7'• 3:L.:l3 1"" ,J 
36 1630.725 ~) 7. '• 2 1 ::'i 
37 1644.226 100.0 23 
38 1706.909 41.4 12 
39 1713.660 '•2 . 84 15 
40 2913.318 36.2 98 
41 2926.819 36.22 15 
42 21733.569 37.66 73 
4~~ 2971.179 26. 1 21 























No. Compound Filename 
48 Corticosterone HOR42026 
42 Dienestrol HOR42003 
45 Dienestrol-diacetate HOR42005 
43 Diethylstilbestrol HOR42001 
46 Diethylstilbestrol-dipropionate HOR42004 
15 Equilenin HOR42055 
14 Equilin HOR42054 
2 Estradiol-17a HOR42007 
1 Estradiol-17(3 HOR42006 
3 Estradiol- 17-acetate HOR42008 
8 Estradiol-3- benzoate HOR42009 
'• 
Estradiol- diacetate HOR42011 
5 Estradiol-dipropionate HOR42012 
9 Estradiol-3-methylether HOR42013 
6 Estradiol-17-propionate HOR!t2056 
7 Estradiol-3-sulphate HOR42010 
13 Estrial HOR42014 
12 Estrone HOR42015 
10 Ethinylestradiol HOR42016 
33 Ethisterone HOR42032 
44 Hexestrol HOR42002 
49 Hydrocortisone HOR4 2027 
38 Medroxyprogesterone HOR42018 
39 Medroxyprogesterone-acetate HOR42019 
40 Megestrol-acetate HOR42030 
41 Melengestrol- acetate HOR4 2103 
11 Hestranol HOR42031 
25 Hethyltestosterone-17a HOR42022 
26 Methyltestosterone- D9(11) HOR42049 
28 Nortestosterone-17a HOR42100 
27 Nortestosterone-17B HOR42021 
30 Nortestosterone-decanoate HOR42039 
31 Nortestosterone-laurate HOM2034 
32 Nortestosterone- phenylpropionate HOR42040 
29 Nortestosterone-propionate HOR42053 
37 Progesterone HOR42017 
17 Tes tos terone-17a HOR42101 
16 Tes toste rone-17B HUR42020 
18 Testosterone- acetate HORl,2029 
24 Testosterone-benzoate HOR42033 
21 Testosterone-decenoate HOR42070 
20 Testosterone- isocaproate HOR!t2071 
23 Testosterone-phenylpropionate HOR42072 
19 Testosterone- propionate HOR42028 
22 Testosterone-undecanoate HOR42073 
35 Trenbolone- 17a HOR42024 
34 Trenbolone- 17(3 HOR42023 
36 Trenbolone- acetate HOR42102 
47 Ze ra nol HOR42025 
8647.2 
Systematic index 
No. Compound Filename 
1 Estradiol-17!3 HOR42006 
2 Estradiol-17a HOR42007 
3 Estradiol-17-acetate HOR42008 
4 Estradiol-diacetate HOR42011 
5 Estradiol-17-propionate HOR42056 
6 Estradiol-dipropionate HOR42012 
7 Estradiol-3-sulphate HOR42010 
8 Estradiol-3-benzoate HOR42009 
9 Estradiol-3-methylether HOR42013 
10 Ethinylestradiol HOR42016 
11 Hestranol HOR42031 
12 Estrone HOR42015 
13 Estdol HOR42014 
14 Equilin HOR42054 
15 Equilenin HOR42055 
16 Testosterone-17!3 HOR42020 
17 Testosterone-l let HOR42101 
18 Testosterone-acetate HOR42029 
19 Testosterone-propionate HOR42028 
20 Testosterone-isocaproate HOR42071 
21 Testosterone-decanoate HOR42070 
22 Testosterone-undecanoate HOR42073 
23 Testosterone-phenylpropionate HOR42072 
24 Testosterone-benzoate HOR42033 
25 Methyltestosterone-17a HOR42022 
26 Methyltestosterone-D9(11) HOR42049 
27 Nortestosterone-17!3 HOR42021 
28 Nortestosterone-l la HOR42100 
29 Nortestosterone-propionate HOR42053 
30 Nortestosterone- decanoate HOR42039 
31 Nortestosterone-laurate HOR42034 
32 Nortestosterone-phenylpropionate HOR42040 
33 Ethisterone HOR42032 
34 Trenbolone- 17!3 HOR42023 
35 Trenbolone-17a HOR42024 
36 Trenbolone-acetate HOR42102 
37 Progesterone HOR42017 
38 Medroxyprogesterone HOR42018 
39 Medroxyprogesterone-acetate HOR42019 
40 Megestrol- acetate HOR42030 
41 Helengestrol-acetate HOR42103 
8647.3 
42 Di enestrol HOR42003 
43 Di ethylstilbestrol HOR42001 
44 Rexestrol HOR42002 
45 Dienestrol-diacetate HOR42005 
46 Diethylstilbestrol-dipropionate HOR42004 
47 Zeranol HOR42025 
48 Corticosterone HOR42026 
49 Hydrocortisone HOR42027 
864 7.4 
